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06 / FROM THE EDITOR

FROM THE EDITOR

I was just about to have a whinge 

about something that bothers me in our 

industry when this e-mail arrived from 

one of our fi nest. Geoffrey Simpson 

ACS is up to day 172, shooting an epic 

fi lm in China titled A Monk in a Floating 

World, directed by master Chinese 

fi lm-maker Chen Kaige. I immediately 

stopped typing and decided that it 

was more important to focus on the 

positives and Geoffrey’s succinct 

missive certainly does that. So instead 

of my whining, try this excerpt for size. It 

made me wish I was with him or better 

still, him. 

“… We do have many nights to drink 

and unwind together and we eat like 

Emperors, Beijing Hot Pot with super 

thin slices of lamb and beef that cook in 

a minute. Peking Duck shredded at the 

f

table by a drop dead gorgeous waitress 

in black in a fancy restaurant behind an 

art gallery with sculptures of screaming 

men. Hunan noodles cooked by our 

grips, spicy hot and delicious. Beautiful 

food in Shanghai, our favourite city. 

Restaurants on The Bund, the fi nancial 

hub of China in the early 1900’s. We 

look across the river to the shiny new 

buildings where we have drunk martinis 

while looking at the sunset.”

Cinematographers are lucky people.

Cheers. GS

Now read his story starting on page 46

CORRECTION

In AC Magazine 62, in the David 
Elmes ‘The Art of Focus Pulling’ 
story, the image below of David on 
location in China shooting Mummy 3 
on pages 72/73 was not captioned or 
credited.  We apologise to John Platt, 
the photographer and thank him for 
drawing this omission to our attention.

Whilst this was an honest oversight, 
I have to say that during the editing 
process, sourcing photographer credits 
and captions is by far the most time 
consuming task. Hard to believe I 
know, but often we get a plain “Don’t 
know!” “Haven’t got a clue mate” or we 
don’t get any response at all. People 
now take snaps on iPhones and email 
them all over the place and sadly, all to 
often, they end up on my desk to run 
with a story. And so the chase begins, 
gobbling up hours, days, weeks of our 
time and quite often to no avail. And 
that’s my whinge for this year. 

But this was not the case with the 
below image… that was simply a 
mistake, so once again John, sorry 
mate.

Dick Marks OAM Editor. 

David Elmes on the big bottle in China, Mummy 3.              PHOTOGRAPHER JOHN PLATT.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Greetings colleagues and friends,

The 2014 ACS State and Territory 
Awards entries have opened which 
means we are well on the way to the 
beginning of the 2014 ACS Awards 
season, which commences at the end 
of October with the inaugural Northern 
Territory Awards in Darwin, and fi nishes 
at the end of November in Queensland. 
I have the opportunity to attend all 
5 Awards presentations, and will no 
doubt see an abundance of fantastic 
work on display for all to appreciate. I 
congratulate all the State branches for 
their commitment and enthusiasm, and 
particularly all the entrants, who have 
submitted work for their peers to judge. 

The opportunity to see all this 
marvellous new work reminds me, like 
so many of you, that I have witnessed 
numerous changes within our industry 
and our specifi c fi eld of endeavour, over 
many years. None more consuming 
than the digital revolution we continue to 
experience. But even with change there 
are some things that do stay the same. 
Friendships, work practices, integrity, 
attitude, professionalism for example. 
Becoming or being an accomplished 
cinematographer in the fi rst place 
means commitment to hard work… you 
need to be able to understand the way 
light and exposure work hand in hand, 

frame a shot, construct a scene and 
light it according to the mood required. 
While technology will encourage 
cinematographers to adapt and bring 
new ideas to the table in order to 
compliment the ever-changing need for 
stories to be told in new ways, the craft 
of cinematography and our ability to 
collaborate with others should always 
be a signifi cant part of our personal 
career development.

We are a Society rapidly approaching 
60 years of existence, which makes it 
well and truly high time to put the head 
down and go on and make a really 
big score, and we need to understand 
the importance of the Society putting 
something in place for the future 
generations of Cinematographers. I 
want to reinforce that we, the National 
Executive are continuing to listen to 
what you, the members expect from us 
as a Society, so in many ways it’s up to 
you, the members, to help guide and 
assist us through the process.

I have said many times just how proud 
I am to hold the position as the current 
National President. It’s indeed a great 
honour given the names of people 
that have gone before me. One of 
those people is Ron Windon ACS, 
who continues to give of himself on 
a daily basis, guiding, advising and 

encouraging not only me, but also many 
others. The respect and admiration 
we all have for Ron only confi rms his 
place in the history of our Society, and 
what this Society of Cinematographers 
stands for.

It’s the legacy of men like Ron Windon, 
that makes me incredibly proud to call 
myself a cinematographer and to have 
been able to stand alongside so many 
generous and talented people, and to 
know that every day you go to work, 
there will be a new challenge, a new 
and different way to light, expose and 
frame an image. 

Long may it continue, even if sleepless 
nights waiting for the rushes report are 
almost a thing of the past.

Until next time…

Ron Johanson OAM ACS

National President f
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AC Ben, you’ve done two fi lms with young Australian 
 directors the Spierig brothers (twins). How did your 

experience on their new fi lm Predestination compare with 
their previous fi lm Daybreakers? 

BN Let me fi rst say that one fact remained consistent 
 between the two projects: the Spierig boys are the 

most prepared, hard working fi lmmakers I have ever had the 
pleasure to work with. Their ability to elevate the production 
value of their projects by applying their unique skill sets 
(writing, VFX, music, and it doesn’t end there) in addition to 
their ability as directors make them a potent force. They are 
great communicators and motivate the rest of the crew to 
push the envelope as far as possible. 

The making of Predestination was a vastly different experience 
to that of Daybreakers. In my humble opinion, the project 
was better managed. This time around, Michael and Peter 
were also Producers, as I imagine they felt the need to have a 
stake in the way the fi lm was managed. My relationship with 
the boys remained largely the same, but I was more aware 
of the pressures we were under because they also wore the 
producer hat. I guess I detected other subtle differences 
that come with maturity and the experience of notching up 
another credit. Peter and Michael understand that there are 
really important moments in a fi lm that have massive technical 
implications and so those moments need to be thought 
about… pondered over technically and story boarded. They 
use their storyboards and previsualization to great effect, 

10 / PREDESTINATION

DOP Ben Nott ACS

Predestination - A fi lm by the Spierig Brothers.  Photographer Ben King. DOP Ben Nott ACS



but I think they also recognize that the opportunity exists 

for the storytelling to follow a more organic path and I think 

they chose to make more of that opportunity in making 

Predestination. The boys were, without question, the driving 

creative force, but they were also prepared to allow the 

environment (locations), the actors and their department 

heads to have a connection, to weigh in and to assist them 

mold their story along the way.

AC At what stage of the game were you privy to that 
 change? You know, was that before you started, or 

was it during the course of the shooting that it opened up 

much better in that way?

BN The entire offi ce was not wallpapered in storyboards, 
 as was the case on Daybreakers. The guys did their 

storyboards, but they were far more crude (Michael, by 
his own admission, is no Monet) and were mostly used for 
their own purposes to get a guide of how a scene would 
cut or transition and not necessarily for distribution to other 
departments. I guess they were generally less concerned 
about having a premeditated view of exactly how a scene 
would play and more prepared to wait until they walked it 
through on location /set with the actors on the day. 

AC Pretty amazing transformation, given that they 
 didn’t do any fi lms between Daybreakers and 

Predestination.

 PREDESTINATION / 11
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BN Yeah, absolutely. But that’s indicative of smart 
 fi lmmakers…. they grow from every experience and 

Michael and Peter defi nitely belong in that category. Upon 
refl ection I would say it is not so much a transformation but 
a maturation. These guys have been making fi lms since their 
early teens and with every one of their fi lms, big or small, they 
have learnt from the good and the bad. I’m sure the next 
installment will see another huge leap forward.

AC Ben, what was your biggest challenge making 
 Predestination? You mentioned something about 

having four or fi ve different time frames… exciting for any 
cinematographer but also a bit daunting. Was that your 
biggest challenge, or was there something else?

BN The biggest challenge on this fi lm was simply the time-
 fi nance equation. The triangle of: “You want it good, 

you want it cheap and you want it quick”.

AC They’re not very comfortable bedfellows. 

BN Yeah, but that’s it. That’s the modern way of 
 fi lmmaking; there are three points of the triangle and 

generally you can only pick two. You can have it good and 
quick, but it’s expensive. But we wanted to have all three. I 
don’t want to get involved in a fi lm where I can’t attempt to 
get close to all three… regardless of the budget. That was 
my biggest challenge with Predestination; not a lot of money, 
not a lot of time but heavy on expectation. It is an enormous 
thrill to fi nish reading a script and have my heart pound. To 
say, “Oh my God, I’ve got to live up to this work. I’ve got to 
perform to the level of this,” rather than, you know, “What can 
I do to elevate this…?” Predestination was one of those ‘Oh 
my God’ fi lms. So there was an immediate anxiety. I was really 
excited by the script and value my relationship with the boys 
so I didn’t just want to do this job for the 32 shoot days, bank 
the cash and walk away - I wanted to do a really good job. 
The biggest single challenge for me was trying to manage the 
art verses commerce thing, because the weight of expectation 
was enormous … albeit largely self imposed!! 

AC Do you have any particular way of easing into a 
 fi lm?

BN I have developed a rather passive strategy that may 
 initially unnerve some directors. I try to look and listen 

Predestination - A fi lm by the Spierig Brothers.  Photographer Ben King. DOP Ben Nott ACS

DOP Ben Nott ACS offers a shot to directors Peter and Michael Spierig (b/g). Photo Dick Marks



more than speak during the fi rst couple of days prep, which 
are more often than not spent in a car scouting locations with 
the director. I tend to hold my opinion because generally I 
have not yet understood the material to the point my opinion 
would be valid. I am conscious of trying to just listen, take 
notes and understand by asking how and why questions. 
How do you see that? Why do you want this to happen? Why 
this way?  By following that path I fi nd I am quickly able to 
understand two things 

(1. The fi lmmaker’s vision for the fi lm and (2. The level of 
involvement and collaboration they are looking for from their 
DP. In the case of new relationships, those few days are also 
about getting to know each other and developing a trust and 
a sense of how we can work as a team. Only then can I sit 
at the table and have an opinion and push back against their 
opinion, because I now understand the basic ingredients 
and the way we will shoot the fi lm… and the dynamic of our 
Director / DP relationship.

AC There’s a parallel there with presenting yourself to 
 a producer or a director and/or both, when you’re 

pitching to get a fi lm. You’re in the same boat aren’t you, 
really? You don’t know much about the fi lm, so don’t 
come in there and tell them how to make it. 

BN “How do you see this fi lm looking?” is the only 
 question I will avoid answering during an interview. In 

saying this I don’t want to sound like I am a non committal 
fence sitter; in fact those who have worked with me would 
probably say the opposite, but more that I can’t yet give 
that opinion - I don’t have the right to answer that question, 
because I don’t know enough about the project or the 
previsualized image that the director must already have for his/
her fi lm.  Sure, as a visual person I see the movie in my mind 
as I read the script and quite often these images bear some 
esoteric resemblance to what we shoot, but so many other 
factors weigh in before we actually roll the cameras. In the 
case of Predestination the directors presented me with a ‘look 
book’ at the same time they sent me the script. I have to say 
this had a defi nite infl uence on the way I envisaged the images 
as I was reading the script and served as a great tool to short 
hand the initial look/style/composition type conversations.

AC Very wise advice Ben. When you’re working over a 
 short period of time, 32 days for a movie like that, 

it must be really intense. Do you feel, from time to time, 

that you are being squeezed? 

BN Yes, without a doubt. Having said that, I don’t think 
 that working in a pressurized environment is 

necessarily a bad thing. The old adage ‘If you want something 
done, ask a busy man’ certainly rings true in our profession. I 
am forever grateful for the experience gained shooting series 
television at the beginning of my drama career. It laid the 
foundation to be able to deal with that pressure by honing 
my people management skills, decision making and rammed 
home the importance of being prepared. I fi nd myself being 
addicted to the adrenaline triggered by situations were I am 
battling the clock. The true high is, with a well organized 
crew, winning that battle without sacrifi cing quality. I am 
really proud of the results we achieved as a cohesive unit on 
Predestination without massive blowouts in overtime.   

AC Yeah, and I used to always say to my crew, “I don’t 
 want you to be with me. Don’t try and keep up with 

me. I want you to be ahead of me.” 

BN Well, that’s true. I seem to remember being on the end 
 of that speech in years past.

AC Hahaha. Is an apology too late Ben? But does it 
 ever lead to an uncomfortable feeling on set where 

you’re in a situation where you would like to put a 20K 
on a twenty foot tower but there’s somebody standing 
over your shoulder saying “Not going to happen Ben!” 
For instance, do you ever get pressured, or did you get 
pressured to shoot with less lights or without lights at all? 
To go more with the speed of the digital system.

BN Working at this budget level there is always going to 
 be some constraints. Most of the time the solutions 

to the problems require a rethink from more than one 
department. Peter and Michael are brilliant at recognizing 
these issues and are very fl exible about the solutions. 
On Predestination they were prepared to give in terms of 
changing scenes from night to day on the occasion that 
the other producers and I came to them about the fact that 
we could not afford to light for night and do it well. Luckily 
changing the time line did not affect the story, so we made 
huge gains in terms of the cost of lighting, manpower and the 
shooting schedule. 

By recognizing the potential issues early and working together, 
great things can happen on a limited budget. 
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AC But that has to be established right up front, 
 doesn’t it Ben? Your cloth is more or less cut 

before you roll.

BN Yes ….  that battle is defi nitely won in preproduction.
 I am always pushing for more prep… especially to 

be involved with the initial scouts. The choice of locations 
obviously dramatically effects the look as well as the cost and 
time it takes to shoot the scene and so, if possible, all the key 
players need to be involved at that point. For example, if the 
Director is prepared to block the scene while considering the 
recommendations of the Cinematographer (light direction, 
time of day etc) all can profi t. We were very careful to 
work with the natural light direction wherever possible on 
Predestination and not to fi ght against what was naturally 
available on the locations.

Predestination is a very complex fi lm. Michael described it 
to me as a ‘time travelling transgender mind f**k’ during our 
fi rst conversation. The fi lm plays in the years between 1945 
and 1992… continually transitioning back and forth from 
one period to another. Peter and Michael did a number of 
very detailed animated previsualizations in prep for the more 
complex scenes of the fi lm. These were incredibly useful 
because these scenes had to be blocked, composed and 

executed in a very specifi c way. Because the fi lm cuts back 
and forth in time I also asked for a chronology that detailed 
the time period of each scene so my Gaffer (Adam Williams) 
and I could make detailed notes for our treatment of each 
decade.  

AC How does a tight budget impact on your 
 relationship with the other departments?

BN No matter what the budget there is never enough 
 money. It is just a fact. The impact on production 

value on screen is amplifi ed in the case of lower budget fi lms 
and so increases the likelihood of having to bargain with 
other departments and ultimately the Producer/s. In my case 
most of the horse trading happens between the Production 
Designer and the Producer.  For example, I tend to want 
the lighting built in to the sets where ever possible and this 
impacts the Art Department’s bottom line so then there has to 
be an offset somewhere to make up for the additional cost. I 
may have to use less lights… or will be given less man days 
to pre-light the set. Having a relationship with the front offi ce 
whereby I can ask for transparency with the budget is a big 
plus. If there is confi dence enough to award me the job then 
please let me know how much there is in the pot so I can help 
plan how to best spend it.
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Our heros arrive having time jumped back to the 1960’s silhouettes... the digital camera’s best friend.  IMAGE BEN NOTT ACS

Sarah Snook and Ethan Hawke in Predestination - A fi lm by the Spierig Brothers.  Photographer Ben King. DOP Ben Nott ACS
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Ben Nott ACS loves his cutters. Predestination - A fi lm by the Spierig Brothers.  
Photographer Dick Marks
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Budgeting a fi lm is a major skill. Producers have to be part 
clairvoyant, part director, part DP, part accountant and 
have some knowledge of the workings of nearly every other 
department and that is only for the physical production. There 
are countless other twists and turns along their road to the 
fi lm’s release.  In short they have to have a very thorough 
understanding of the entire process to have a hope of coming 
in on budget. I realize it is sometimes not practical, but wish 
that they would consult more with HODs during the budgeting 
process so together we could weigh in on potential problems 
before they become an issue.

My relationship with the First Assistant Director was also 
very important. Jamie Leslie is a very experienced fi lm maker 
who will, wherever possible, consider the wishes of the DP 
regarding scheduling. 

AC I agree a thousand per cent. You can’t over light a 
 black wall, and you can’t under light a white wall, 

so you know, it’s imperative that if you haven’t got the 
lights you need, that at least the walls/drapes/wardrobe 
etc are the colours that suit the narrative i.e. dark, light, 
warm, cold. So I assume you had a good relationship with 
the art department and the designer of Predestination?

BN Matt Putland did a fabulous job with this movie. Matt 
 has a long running relationship with Peter and Michael 

and they again called on his talents to design Predestination. 
My relationship with Matt was one of open honesty from the 
start. I wrote Matt an email when it was clear that we were 
to work together. The fi rst line I congratulated him and the 
second line I said “I’m going to give you the shits because I’m 
going to step into your area. And I hope it doesn’t give you the 
shits, because I’m expecting you to step into mine” There’s 
got to be a cross-pollination. I fi nd the two big enemies 
are ego and insecurity. As soon as these evil twins enter a 
creative relationship, then trouble is sure to follow. If the DP 
and Designer can co-operate without ego, then success 
is assured, because the best idea always wins and the fi lm 
profi ts. So yes, I do think I have had a good relationship with 
Matt and I hope he would say the same. He had a major hand 
in choosing the fi lms locations as well as (obviously) designing 
the sets. The major set, a down trodden, smokey bar in New 
York’s Bowery, played for 32 dialogue heavy script pages… 
roughly one third of the movie. Our collective approach to 
directing, designing, scheduling and photographing this set 
was a major triumph that changed the game for the way we 
were able to execute the rest of the fi lm. Michael and Peter 
approached the 1st AD Jamie and myself about the possibility 
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of shooting out the set in fi ve days! If we achieved, this we 
would earn ourselves great freedom to shoot the remaining 
2/3 of the fi lm with a more relaxed schedule. Much was down 
to the Boys to have their actors up to speed and Matt to 
design a set that allowed us to shoot quickly and stay within 
his tight budget.

AC And keep it interesting.

BN Absolutely.   I suggested an island bar and thankfully 
 Matt was willing to consider my thoughts. All the 

scenes played out between a barman and a customer and I 
knew we had a better chance of cross shooting the coverage 
if Matt was to give us a design along those lines. The ability 
to shoot both sides of the conversation simultaneously was 
the only way we were going to complete the heavy page 
count each day and for obvious reasons, this idea appealed 
to Michael and Peter.  To accommodate this, the bar area 
had to be lit from above. I suggested a large soft source and 
Matt went to work on designing a ceiling piece that ticked all 
the aesthetic boxes whilst allowing me to control the quality 
of light and the amount of fall off into the rest of the room. We 
consulted on the wall colour beyond the bar area, knowing 
that it should be darker to give us contrast against the lit bar 
area. Wendy Cork, Wardrobe Designer, tested and adjusted 

wardrobe to fi t with the Matt’s colour pallet and the practical’s 
he dotted around to augment the warm, tobacco fi ltered 
light from above. Shoot, shoot, shoot, shoot, shoot. The 
actors loved the freedom to move around the space and the 
Directors got their free fl owing performances with the same 
continuity.

AC You like your practicals Ben, don’t you? You like to 
 have your light sources in the shot. 

BN      I certainly do subscribe to using practical lighting 
 where ever appropriate; I just think it looks a thousand 

times better. If the audience can see the light source then I 
think the photography is more authentic… more believable 
and appealing. 

AC Yes. It anchors the viewer in a more of realistic and 
 familiar  environment. Do you have any tips there 

Ben… better ways of using pracs?

BN Shooting now with digital cameras I really take a lot 
 of time testing practical lamps. Most importantly, it’s 

about the density of the shade. In pre production I need to 
be in tune with the Production Designer’s intention for the 
use of practical lamps on any sets from the perspective of a) 
aesthetics - where is it positioned in the set and b) lighting – 
how can I utilize it as a source of illumination. I always check 

Dormitory 1955. One of designer Matt Putland’s many fi ne sets.  DOP BEN NOTT ACS



with the Standby to make sure they have plenty of streaks and 
tips, black spay and other goodies we use to knock the edge 
off a bright globe facing camera. I’m also a big fan of having 
a big pump pack of water-based, black spray paint hanging 
around the set.  A good stand-by painter is a weapon, 
because I think if you can paint contrast in as well as light it, 
quite often the paint option is the best. I also tend to use ND 
grads more indoors than on exterior locations to knock down 
the exposure in the corners up high.

AC You don’t rely on somebody in post-production to 
 make that decision for you.

BN Never rely on anybody in post-production to fi x 
 what can be fi xed on the day. I believe in supplying the 

director and the editor with the best looking offl ine possible. 
The fi lm will no doubt be screened to other important players 
and possibly a test audience before it is colour timed and 
so I believe it is important to have the exposures as even 
as possible and the mood and hue of the imagery close to 
the fi nal intent. In addition there is a chance that I will not be 
available when it come time to do the DI, so having the look 
‘burnt in’ as much as possible gives the Colourist a good 
indication of the path I intended.

AC This leads me to ask the obvious question… did 
 you supervise the DI?

BN I was in fact shooting another project when the colour 
 timing was scheduled. Luckily I was in Melbourne and 

was able to spend a couple of weekends up in Sydney with 
Cutting Edge’s fabulous colourist Adrian Hauser. He and I 
have a long running relationship, so I felt in very good hands. I 
had the 1st AC Andrew Jerram take 2K frame grabs from the 
Alexa of every set up in the fi lm, these I supplied to Adrian to 
use as an initial guide. He then went through and evened up 
the density and slight colour shifts from shot to shot allowing 
me to spend my limited time working with him on any creative 
changes. I hold Adrian in very high regard and was so proud 
when he told me the fi lm was one of the easiest he has ever 
graded. 

AC [Laughs] Yeah, get all those people out of the room 
 behind you.  Moving right on… did you use 

different light sources for the different eras Ben?

BN Ah... yes. This fi lm was such a wonderful opportunity. 
 I chose to use different sources, colour temps, fi ltration 

and played with saturation. For the forties and fi fties I used a 
lot of big source, three-quarter back light, so that there was a 
kind of a glowing edge to the images.  The locations dictated 
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this in a way. The art direction and wardrobe gave us pastel 
colours and shades to play with. 

AC Was that big source in shot, or was that something 
 you had coming in from out of shot?

BN The lighting unit itself could’ve been anything, but the 
 placement was usually motivated by the architecture ie 

windows. 

AC Okay, it was just the way you worked the scene.

BN Yep.  We chose to introduce atmospheric smoke 
 and this meant that I needed very little fi ll. I also use 

soft effects fi lters to glow the highlights along with applying a 
20% desaturation LUT. I rarely stray from REC 709 as my go 
too LUT except for saturation which I feel more comfortable 
controlling in this way. I am a little bit old school in that I 
believe in doing the work in-camera as much as possible, so I 
rely less on editorial applying the correct LUTs by keeping the 
dailies work fl ow really simple. 

AC What about the other eras?

BN  1960’s were characterized by Kino Flo as the source, 
 lighting daylight at 5600K with the camera set to 

4800. I used no fi ltration or atmos. We decided we wanted 
this period to be more vibrant as our hero was discovering 
her world… she had hope. Matt’s design team was again the 
driving force here, providing a pallet of vibrant colours from the 
cool end of the spectrum. 

AC Did you choose a different focal length for that era 
 Ben? Did you give it a little bit more depth of fi eld 

just to make everything sharper and pop a bit, or did you 
stick with your original aperture?

BN Ah, everything was much sharper. We used no smoke, 
 the image was very clean, as opposed to consciously 

shooting with more depth of fi eld. The use of Kino Flo soft 
light as our source also helped with this philosophy I think. 
Without atmospherics or fi ltration to break them down the 
ARRI Master Primes gave me razor sharp, clean, contrasty 
images that well suited our impression of this era. 

The 1970’s were spent in the bar that has already had a 
mention. Tungsten lighting with sodium gel and a smoke 
machine permanently fi red up. Very busy design elements and 
dressing. Tasty!

1992 was the fi nal look. Matt again did a great job of 
designing all the lighting fi xtures into these sets.  A large light 
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box ran down the centre of each room augmented by pelmet 
lighting around the edges.  The clean, hard, cold look was 
defi ned much more by the art direction and wardrobe than a 
particular photographic technique. 

AC Oh, it sounds like the ultimate journey and 
 opportunity for a DOP.

BN Predestination was a blast! Jobs like this rarely present 
 and I am so pleased to have had this opportunity. 

AC Tell me about the way you operate now. I was on 
 the set with you one day and you were operating 

with the wheels, off a monitor, positioned right on the 
edge of the set but away from the camera. Tell me about 
choosing to do it that way. 

BN Composing the frame is one of the joys of doing the 
 job... nobody knows that better than you. I think it’s 

the best job on the set, no question about it.  I found my eye 
became so attuned to the optical viewfi nder of a fi lm camera 
that exposure, contrast and hue judgment calls were made 
through the fi nder. The camera is the focal point of the set 
and so having the key players sitting on or around the dolly 
made for better communication. With the arrival of digital, 
much of that intimacy with the process (crew and the actors) 
disappeared. We humans are always lured to the sweetest 
fruit and the sweetest fruit in the digital fi lm making world is 

the good old HD monitor… usually positioned away from 
the set/camera. Try as I might, I can’t not stay away from it. 
I struggled to acclimatize to a digital viewfi nder and so for 
a couple of years drifted away from operating, because I 
needed to see, like everyone else, that big beautiful image. By 
removing myself from the fi nder or from behind the magazine, 
the decision-making had to travel an extra 50+ feet and with 
that comes an obvious ineffi ciency. The crew look for answers 
and have to resort to leaving their post on the set, yelling 
out or waiting their turn on the radio to get those answers. I 
really didn’t like being removed from the fi lmmaking nucleus 
in that way. My solution is to operate the camera remotely 
and by doing so I can tick all the boxes. So now I order a 
geared head and hire a set of hot wheels/motors that fi t onto 
the spindles in place of the hand wheels. These are cabled to 
remote wheels that sit beneath the monitor trolley. Now I sit 
as close to set as possible in front of my monitors (my new 
viewfi nder), right next to the director. I fi nd that it empowers 
directors enormously a) to have the Camera Operator sitting 
beside them b) to also have the DP sitting next to them and 
c) if he/she wants to change their mind or change something 
about the composition of the shot mid-stream, all they need 
do is to whisper and it will happen. Directors can craft the 
frame exactly how they want, so it’s probably the closest they 
get to actually operating and I’m sure that removes a lot of 
frustration. Also, from a collaborative standpoint, it puts the 

The recruits undergo simulated fl ight training. Big blacks, refl ective surfaces, cool tones. Space Corp, 1963.  IMAGE: BEN NOTT ACS
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two key players on the set together and keeps them together, 
which is a really terrifi c thing. Decisions are made very quickly, 
quietly and succinctly. In addition, I know that the images 
are better matched if we are shooting multi-cam, because I 
can keep an eye on both cameras. I generally have remote 
iris capability by my workstation also so I can directly control 
exposure and fi nd my self pulling iris rather than taking the 
time to light the set to one exposure.

AC So you’re literally taking the process back to that 
 relationship that the director had with the camera 

in the early days. Fantastic. I’ll wrap up with one last 
question. The digital experience of working on this as 
against fi lm, was it a good one?

BN I wouldn’t say that we would have profi ted from 
 shooting fi lm on this particular project any more than 

shooting digitally. Ultimately, it’s the story telling that’s most 
important, but I hope Mr ARRI Alexa and I have held up our 
end of the bargain. I’m totally on board with the digital thing, 
but no matter what the mode of acquisition is, you still have 
to know the rules before you can start to manipulate them. 
My big lament is that image quality is generally being dumbed 
down... as an audience we are more likely to accept utter crap 
on the screen these days. My opinion is that some fi lm makers 
have strayed off path as far as the image is concerned, to 
the point where if it keeps going this way I’ll have to consider 

some other career path. Otherwise I’m just going to end up 
a frustrated, grumpy old man. Conversely, Peter and Michael 
Spierig are very image aware and that’s why I love working 
with them, because they understand the power of the image 
to augment their story. 

AC Ben, I started my tenure as editor of AC magazine 
 two years ago and in my fi rst editorial, I spoke 

about incremental loss, and I think that some members 
found it quite amusing that I was referring to the taste of 
a tomato. If you lose 5% of the taste of a tomato every 
year, in 20 years, it doesn’t have any taste. And that was 
an analogy I related to cinematography; I felt we were on 
a very slippery slope at that point in time. The problem 
in the future is that the people we are working for won’t 
know what quality is, ie they won’t know what the tomato 
should taste like. 

BN I’d like to get that New Age tomato and shove it up 
 those whose sense of taste has deserted them.

AC Hahahaha. Spoken like a true Queenslander! 
 You’re still dark about losing the State of Origin 

mate… b ut honest to the last breath. That sounds like a 
really good note to fi nish on. Ben, thank you very much. 
As always, it was great to talk with you. 
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Ray and Ken resting in the cool (relative cool) of a cave overlooking Mitchell Falls.   PHOTO: Geoff Young
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 Tell me about your latest project Geoff.

GY It’s called Chasing the Light. It’s essentially 
 photographer Ken Duncan and Ray Martin in the 

Kimberley Ranges doing just that… chasing the light . I always 
found it quite remarkable that a photographer like Ken can 
stand where a thousand other photographers have stood 
and yet for some reason his photographs are not only better, 
but people actually buy them and in some cases for many 
thousands of dollars. So there’s something in the way that 
he sees the world. The other thing that I think is remarkable 
about Ken is if you spend any time with him, he’ll tell you 
everything about photography. He’ll tell you all his secrets. He 
doesn’t appear to hold back on any detail. There’s defi nitely 
some kind of aura or some kind of mystery around him and 
that’s what the documentary aims to shine a little bit of a light 
on. And then the other side of the story was we have Ray 
Martin, who in his own right is a very good photographer, 
though a completely different style of shooter. Photography 
in itself can be a whole lot of boring f-stops and lenses, you 
know, technical details, but this really is an adventure, and 
Ken makes good TV because he’s a genius on one side of his 

brain, the image making side, but on the other side he doesn’t 
see that what he’s asking for is dangerous… he’s a little 
broken. Tom, our Associate Producer, had travelled through 
Israel with the same guide that Ken had there, and he had 
all kind of stories from Ken’s trips there. Ken would say, “Oh 
I really need to be over there, that’s where the light’s going 
to be best when the sun comes up,” and the guide goes, 
“Look, there’s a minefi eld between us and there, and that’s 
Hezbollah territory, you can’t go over there.” And Ken would 
register all that, bat his eyelids once or twice, and then go, 
“Yes, but you see the light’s going to come up over there and 
that’s where I need to be.” End of story! So next minute they 
fi nd themselves picking their way across a minefi eld with his 
bright yellow camera bag… at one point they got picked up at 
gunpoint by militia, and they were accused of being spies and 
he had to talk his way out of it. So Ken clearly sees the world 
in beautiful pictures and the danger in between him and those 
pictures gets very little attention. 

AC     So where did your journey start and fi nish?

GY  So, in a nutshell, fl ew into Broome, and after a 
 couple of days in Broome, we went by boat along the 
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coast all the way through to Wyndham, which was just over 
ten days later. From there we busted into Kununurra, and then 
from there up to Darwin and back to Sydney. The actual fi nal 
moments of the documentary were shot in King George’s 
Gorge, which is about eight hours sailing north of Wyndham… 
just epic by anyone’s standard. You know, really unassuming 
countryside in that if you’re fl ying over it from any direction it 
just looks like fl at, really uninteresting country and then next 
minute, it’s as if somebody’s cut into it with a scalpel, and this 
enormous gorge with 80-metre high rock walls drops away 
underneath you. Yeah, really quite magnifi cent. 

AC   So is it basically a two hander shot in the exotic 
 North?

GY We got Ray to walk in Ken’s shoes at Ken’s 
 suggestion. And one of Ken’s unusual trademarks 

is that he’ll go to a place to pay his respect and say hello to 
country before taking a frame. It’s an Aboriginal thing that 
he learnt when he spent several years with the Aboriginal 
communities up there. So he’ll go into a place, without a 
camera, and when I say go into a place, it’s not like he jumps 
in his 4WD, drives in, has a look, comes back, then returns 

the following day with his cameras. We’re talking about some 
of these places they have had to drive, then cut a track, and 
nobody should underestimate how diffi cult that is, and then 
hike the days or whatever it is in, to see a waterfall. I mean, 
that’s a spectacular effort. Now Ray is absolutely addicted 
to his little camera… you can’t separate the guy from his 
camera, so for him to spend a period going in to these 
amazing places without a camera was really very interesting. 
And, you know, a lot of fabulous banter between the two, you 
know, while Ken’s trying to enforce this thing, like “Come on, 
you’re never going to understand me if you can’t do this”… it 
was really interesting.

AC I’m not sure I’d be able to do it! The light you miss 
 is the light you’re never going to see again. Same 

goes for things that you see on the journey. Whilst I 
admire him for doing it, it does seem counter intuitive, 
don’t you think? 

GY I think that’s true. Yes, I think there’s absolutely 
 something to that. You couldn’t possibly make things 

harder for yourself than by following Ken’s rules. I mean, it’s 
hard enough to get there, let alone to then adhere to this 
crazy idea of saying hello to country. I mean, when we talk in 
terms of, you know, time and dollars converted to material on 
the screen…

AC  Yes, I’d like to run that one past the producer in 
 Sydney ‘… days 5,6 and 7 no shooting due to 

paying respect to country!’ 

GY Well that’s Ken’s interpretation. I’d say Ken’s parents 
 spent the better part of their lives as missionaries to 

communities in that area, specifi cally the communities around 
what are called Mitchell Falls. He left when he was young and 
came back with leather pants and ear-rings and, you know, 
the trademarks of rebellious youth, but the community did 
their work on him and brought him back to earth. And the 
funny thing is that although the white fellers would judge him 
with his leather pants and the rest and he became the talk 
and the joke of the town, the Aboriginals didn’t, as they saw 
straight through that. They saw to the heart of the young 
man. And for that reason there was a connection there. And 
there’s one particular fellow who Ken spent an enormous 
amount of time with going through country and he taught Ken 
many things. So he’s taken what he’s learnt and he’s applied 
it, I think in so many ways, in a spiritual sense as well as in a 
photography sense and a many other aspects of his life. 

AC   There are signifi cant challenges shooting in remote 
 outback Australia, so how did you handle the 

conditions and more importantly, how did your equipment 
perform? 

GY [laughs] Yeah, just surviving is hard enough, let alone 
 doing any kind of production. It was always going to 

be tough, but I think even then I underestimated how insanely 
challenging this project would be. First, we had a good boat. 
The True North is a luxury vessel. We got fed well. We were 
well sheltered and could get quite close to most destinations/
locations. The parks are closed at that time of the year due to 
the weather and in a lot of instances the roads, this season 
especially, were washed out. There was no road access. 
There was half a chance that with a bit of preparation you 
could have had your fuel dumps all prepared and you could 

Shooting from the bow of the Vessel “True North” proved stable 
enough to shoot time-lapse long exposure sequences, providing 

some stunning views of the tropical weather systems as we sailed 
through them.   PHOTO: Geoff Young



have fl own from spot to spot, but you know, that has whiskers 
on it and it’s hideously expensive. Not that the boat isn’t 
expensive, but at least with a boat you have a base, whereas 
if you’re chopper-ing in and out, you’ve got to build your base 
every time you overnight. So we had our big boat, with a 
chopper on the top deck.

AC Geoff, there were other photographers on board 
 doing their own thing… paying customers… how 

much did they have to cough up? 

GY I think it was somewhere between 12 to 15 grand. 
 A big ticket!

AC What was in your camera kit?

GY So in terms of camera bodies, we took two of the new 
 Panasonic GH4s, we took fi ve GH3s, we took a Black 

Magic pocket cinema camera, and a Nikon D4.

AC The new GH4’s… they must have been still warm 
 from the oven. 

GY Yes. The serial numbers were 0001 and 0002. So 
 as far as I could tell, they managed to wrangle us 

the fi rst two punched out in the world. Which was incredibly 

appreciated, ‘cause we kept kind of saying to them, ‘we can’t 

move this shoot. I don’t care if your release schedule’s fi xed, 

well so is ours, and there’s a limited window of opportunity 

here to try and make this work’. And they did wonders.

AC How many did you have on the crew?

GY There were only four of us on the job, not including 
 Ken and Ray. I’m directing and shooting, Pete 

Campbell was producing and doing sound and the two other 

gentlemen were shooting aerial photography with a GH3 

slung under a drone. 
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clouds moving over the coast is going to reveal so many interesting possibilities.      PHOTO: Geoff Young

Just out of Broome, a shot from our little BMPCC. Nothing ground breaking but a good shot never-the-less.PHOTO: Geoff Young



AC As the GH4s were brand new, did you have any 
 problems with them? Any glitches?

GY [laughs] Yes, initially. We had them for about a week 
 prior, and I said, and I was very clear, “Look, we 

won’t take them if they turn out to be fl aky. Because there’s 

absolutely no point… I don’t have any scope to be lenient 

here. It has to stand on its own two feet.” So we did some 

tests. We spent a couple of days and nights shooting and 

reviewing the footage on a big 4K television Panasonic 

gave us. Just pulling it apart, understanding the settings, 

scrutinising it, fi ddling with it. A couple of patches for the 

fi rmware came through during the tests and fi xed almost all 

our concerns, which was good. And in the end analysis we 

thought there was no actual real reasons why we wouldn’t use 

the GH4, and I am really happy with the results it delivered. It’s 

a mighty little camera in a very tiny, tiny little package. 

AC So was it your camera of choice during the shoot? 
 You had a few options.

GY
 
 Initially it wasn’t, but as the shoot progressed, it 

became my preference. 

AC You must have had some rough conditions to work 
 in. How did the gear stack up?

GY Yeah, it was fi ne, but we had our moments. More than
 once I said to myself and anyone within earshot, ‘this 

is not bloody how it’s supposed to be done’. Because there 
were a couple of instances when we were in a little tender 
chasing the main boat, the tide was against us, the light was 
fading and our boat driver is absolutely giving it to it… there’s 
a big swell, so the boat’s slapping hard against the water 
and my whole rig has completely rattled itself to bits. And I’m 
still trying to shoot. And I think, this is why people just take 
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Most days we found ourselves skirting large storms, and the sheer size of them in this part of the world is remarkable. We shot 
plenty of time-lapse of these to try and capture the dynamic nature of the way they build, and doing this from the deck of a boat 
was achieved by shooting much wider than required and then praying the wind held the same direction for 20 minutes or so.



one Sony camera with a good lens on the front and you just 
forget about the aesthetics of your shot, just frickin’ get it and 
everything will still be working at the other end. But I knew we 
were going to have a little bit of that and that’s why we had so 
many cameras… there were some casualties. You can’t work 
in those conditions without having something break or fail, 
and you don’t want to be stuck without a proper camera at 
the end of the gig. I still feel frustrated with the camera options 
nowadays that there isn’t the perfect fi t yet. 

AC I agree. Compared to a 16mm ARRI, the 
 ergonomics of the small digital cameras and the 

DSLRs leave a lot to be desired. 

GY Yeah, well, I’m keeping an eye on Sony. I haven’t 
 bought a Sony for years, but I’m keep keeping an eye 

on them because, throughout history, they consistently get 

it together… but jeez they’ve been slow in the last 5 years. 
Really slow.

AC What were the pros of working with the GH4?

GY One of the things that always annoyed me with 
 Panasonic was you always had to buy some fancy 

card stock or you had to buy some kind of - you know, it just 
didn’t play well with others. But with the GH4, they’ve actually 
gone, ‘You know what, bugger it, we’re going to give you 
something that you can actually use’. And yeah, you can, you 
can integrate it, you can play with other glass and you can 
play with just common old SD card stock. I mean, Hallelujah! 
And you can do 4K and you can do 200 megabits a second 
onto SD card stock. I mean that is a revolution! Suddenly I 
don’t have to carry four types of card stock on a job if I’m 
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possibly going to swap the format I’m shooting midway 
through a gig that I’ve got to chopper in to. Now I’ve got a big 
belt with all my stuff in it… Blackmagic Cinema on one side of 
me, and the stuff is all running off the same card stock. And 
then if I do need to use that card stock for the Panasonic, I 
put it in and it immediately prompts me to format it and away 
I go. I mean that’s where I consider it to be a good friend on 
your production because it’s not making your life diffi cult, it 
plays well with others. And yeah, I guess they’re recognising 
that on any given gig you may be shooting with different 
formats for different reasons.

AC Lets talk glass. What were your favourites?

GY The new 80-400mm Nikkor is an absolutely 
 spectacular piece of glass and when I added a 

Metabones speed booster, I can get that down to a micro 4/3 
sensor which is for both Blackmagic Pocket Cinema and for 
the GH4. And I think that puts an effective crop of almost two, 
so it becomes a 150 to somewhere just shy of 700mm kind 
of lens. It gets me that nitty-gritty, pin sharp detail from a long 
way away.

The other lens, which is kind of the workhorse Nikkor lens 
for us, is the 28-300mm. Just fabulous, ‘cause in dust and 
humidity and all that other rubbish fl ying through the air, the 
28-300mm is just the perfect kind of range. You know for that 
run and gun kind of stuff. I’m not fi ddling around looking for 
another lens. It’s just in and out and you’re not exposing the 
innards of the camera to whatever’s in the air, especially with 
the waterfalls and the dust that the chopper kicks up and the 
rest of it. It’s just keeping the camera body nice and tight. And 
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Shot with the new 80-400 Nikkor on the Panasonic GH4, shooting right down the belly of the huge gorges at King Gorges falls 
delivered some wonderful 4K shots.           PHOTO: Geoff Young



then my all-time favourite is the 14-24 mm Nikkor which is just 
the ant’s pants.

At the 14mm end, on a lot of cameras that’s fi sheye, but with 
this particular piece of glass onto a full frame sensor ie. the 
D4, it’s not. The lines are still straight but how and why, I don’t 
know. You look at it once, you look at it twice, you think how 
is that not bowing, I can’t understand, but it really just gives 
you that epic wide image without noticeable distortion.

AC Were all of your Lumix lenses stabilized or did you 
 have a mixture?

GY I haven’t entirely fi gured out the Lumix lens range 
 yet. The problem with a Lumix stabilisation is that a 

lot of the lenses are designed for stills, not for video, and so 
what happens as you’re kind of panning across a picture, it’s 

hitting the edge of its gyros and then jumping and recentring 
until you stop panning, so you’re pretty much ready to throw 
those lenses out by the end of the gig. However, if you’re 
using a Nikon camera with Nikkor lenses, you don’t have that 
problem, as it’s got an active versus normal kind of function 
and you can actually tell it to go to active and it will actually 
follow you and smooth out whatever you’re doing. They’re not 
stills based and are now useful for cinematography, and that’s 
fantastic. 

The other thing that’s interesting about the GH4, and 
technically I’m absolutely not across how it works or should 
work or doesn’t work, but these camera bodies have the 
stabilisation in the camera body, so in theory, if you have a 
lens that is an older lens, an Olympus, or if you’re using other 
glass adapted via an adapter which is what we were doing, 
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they should be able to add some sort of stabilisation via the 
camera, and I was banking on that, but I couldn’t really see an 
enormous amount of evidence that that was working well. 

AC What percentage of the footage did you shoot on 
 the Blackmagic as against the GH4?

GY It’s probably 50/50. I used the Blackmagic because 
 it’s a proven format, it delivers a lot more picture 

latitude which gives you room to play, but it’s harder to shoot 
with. The Blackmagic, especially the Pocket, has got zero 
automatic anything. You got to do all the work yourself, and 
you’ve got to be on top of it. That’s where the GH4 is a little 
bit more friendly, where you know you can put it on aperture 
priority for example, and you know it’ll work around whatever 
kind of light levels you’re running in and out of, which is handy. 
But yeah, the Blackmagic picture is a really tops picture.

AC But once again, it’s not an ergonomic camera, is 
 it?

GY No, it’s, well again you don’t touch it much when 
 it’s in your rig. [Laughs] But what I appreciate about 

Blackmagic is at least they’re building a camera for a specifi c 
purpose, that being motion picture, not like a lot of other 
manufacturers who are sitting on the fence with one foot in 
stills and the other in cinema. However, Panasonic, with the 
GH4, have clearly decided to make this for videographers 
and cinematographers to use. But they’ve still made a DSLR, 
and look at it, it’s really designed for taking stills, whereas 
Blackmagic is not in that area of indecision, they’ve created 
a camera that goes onto a rig and is used to shoot moving 
images.  And that’s where I think they’ve got it right. But it’s 
got pros and cons, for sure.
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A surprising shot you’d not expect to get on a reef, delivered to us thanks to the immense tides dropping way faster than the 
sea water could escape from the reef. This shot again thanks to a drone with a Panasonic GH3.       PHOTO: Geoff Young



AC A curly one Geoff. If you had to go back and shoot 
 this project all over again, what would your camera 

of choice be?

GY  Oh, that is an excellent question. I would probably take 
 a very similar mixture of cameras, but I would 

use them in different instances. For run and gun, I would 
probably use the GH4 a little more, and I would shoot with a 
Blackmagic more for fi xed set-ups. That’s saying how much 
easier the GH4 was to use in the fi eld. 

But I should say that I would use a Nikon D4, even though 
its data rate is rubbish… it’s like 25 megabits a second data 
rate… but I would use a Nikon D4 when we were starting 
to shoot before the sun is up. Purely because I can’t fi nd 

anything better than the Ni kon for low light capacity. It’s 
outstanding. 

AC Obvious next question. How did the GH4 perform 
 in low light?

GY Ah, I wasn’t that impressed. But I know that from a 
 stills point of view, you know, Ken was really happy. He 

thought it was amazing, but I didn’t see that translated into 
the video result. Whereas with the Nikon D4, I can shoot 20 
minutes before that sun pops the horizon, and have a usable 
picture, and that is amazing. Whereas with the GH4, once I 
was shooting in stormy conditions with very low light levels 
and I had more noise in it than I cared to deal with. Now, 
we’re talking really tough ends of the spectrum to shoot. You 
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know, it’s the equivalent of shooting a murderer running away 
in a black alley, like it’s diffi cult. And no camera, at this point in 
time, is going to deliver something that’s amazing, but the D4 
is giving me more usable stuff at the end of the day.

AC Did the GH4 deliver in any other ways?

GY  Um... yeah, I mean focus peaking making a 
 reappearance after how many years in the 

wilderness… that was like a breath of fresh air. Why do we 
lose good features for years? For a decade, then suddenly 
somebody reintroduces it and you feel like you’ve discovered 
fi re. It’s the strangest, strangest thing, but little things like that 
were just like, ‘Oh Heaven, thank you for sending us this little 

feature that just makes me able to relax’. With the GH4 I know 
I’m in focus even though the bloody conditions make it almost 
impossible to tell.

AC It’s interesting how spoilt we have become. The 
 GH4 is around $2,000.00 but our expectations are 

so high these days. 

GY Yeah, bugger all. Plus Panasonic have really outdone 
 themselves by coming up with a base that clips on, 

and then you can get that SDI signal out. I mean, that is 
excellent. That’s very, very intelligent. Costs a few more bucks, 
but well worth it. 
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Flying a drone proved challenging, but hugely rewarding in that we got into spaces with shots you could in no way attempt with 
a chopper. The challenge was to keep the wake of the tender following the drone out of the shot.    PHOTO: Geoff Young
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AC Pablo, I’m going to ask you 
 the most diffi cult question 

fi rst. Your credit on The Lego Movie 
was cinematographer, and I’m very 
aware of the fact that it’s a computer 
animated fi lm, so how does your role 
on The Lego Movie equate to a that 
of a traditional cinematographer?

PP Well, I’m responsible for making 
 sure the Director’s vision is 

realised on screen through the use 
of camera and choreography. So 
that includes scouting the virtual 
sets, defi ning the composition and 
staging of each shot in the fi lm, 
selecting the lenses and creating the 
camera performance as well as being 
responsible for the call sheets that 
defi ne all the characters, assets and 
sets etc. which is probably a bit of 
a departure from the traditional roll. 
Anyway then we develop those shots, 
which means creating both character 

and camera performance to the point 
where they are approved for production. 
Deliver that to the animation department 
and once animation is completed, 
we create the fi nal nuanced camera 
performance, the focus pulling and 
the stereo. Where it’s very different to 
traditional cinematography is that the 
lighting of the scenes generally occurs 
after all of this is done and is handled by 
a different department, with a different 
supervisor and their own schedule. So 
that’s one of the big differences when 
it comes to animated fi lms, different 
phases of production overlap in different 
ways and are not tied in the same way 
as they would be on a live action fi lm 
where everything’s happening on a 
specifi c day.

AC Yes, okay. So your lighting 
 department would be doing 

some lighting on a very different 
scene at the same time as you’re 

shooting another scene.

PP That’s right, yeah. So on any 
 given day the Directors will be 

reviewing the lensing on one scene, the 
animation on another and the lighting 
on another. All of these individual steps 
are so labor and cost intensive that they 
need to be staggered in production, 
though that is starting to change, but 
they often remain fairly isolated from one 
another.

AC So I gather there’s a serious 
 amount of pre-production on 

a movie of this kind?

PP Yeah, a large part of what we do 
 would, in a traditional sense, 

would be considered pre-production - 
everything, I guess, before animation. 
So that means around 1500 realised 
shots, the entire movie, sometimes 
more than once before we roll into 
production.

DOP Pablo Plaisted

All images from The Lego Movie photographed by Pablo Plaisted
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AC Right, okay. So let’s just kick 
 the elephant right out of the 

room, up-front. You could probably 
understand there being confusion, 
particularly in societies like the ACS 
and the ASC, the cinematographers’ 
domain? Do you ever see the 
time when you would be a lighting 
cinematographer and a ‘lensing’ 
cinematographer at the same time? 
Or does technology not allow you to 
do that?

PP I think, right now technology 
 doesn’t allow that, but I would 

be very surprised if that remains the 
case for much longer. Simulating light 
and its interactions requires a huge 
amount of technical knowledge, but 
as the technology improves that will 
become more transparent to the artists 
and the process will be opened up 
to a broader range of people. So my 
personal point of view is that it will 

defi nitely happen, whether that’s in 
fi ve years’ time or in ten years’ time, 
I’m not sure. But we’re riding the crest 
of the wave. There’s a lot more live 
performance camera capture coming 
in as well which will allow people to 
go the other way from live action into 
animation. So we’re defi nitely going 
towards that direction.

AC While you were saying that, I 
 was thinking, your role 

as a cinematographer - and you 
were titled as cinematographer 
on The Lego Movie - your role as 
a cinematographer of animated 
movies is taking you more into the 
traditional cinematographer’s areas 
of responsibility. But I was listening 
to John Seale and David Burr talk 
a couple of weeks ago about Fury 
Road, the fourth incarnation of the 
Mad Max franchise and they spoke 
a lot about the amount of CGI work 

that was being done around their 
cinematography, so while you’re 
heading in the direction of traditional 
cinematography, it seems to me 
that the traditional cinematographer 
is heading into your territory. 
They’re actually farming out a large 
percentage of the movie to other 
departments. 

PP Oh absolutely. And I think, you 
 know, to go one step further 

than that, there are fi lms like Gravity 
where the fi nal image is produced 
almost entirely in the digital medium, so 
a lot of the planning, a lot of the camera 
and development work, a lot of the 
scene development is happening in 3D, 
so there’s huge overlap happening in 
the industry right now.

AC So would you say that Gravity 
 and The Lego Movie are not 

dissimilar in the way that they were 
made?
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PP Ah, from the creative point of 
 view, no. They are not dissimilar. 

I mean the fi lm was shot and planned 
on a rough stage, which I guess you’d 
traditionally call pre-vis; on Lego we 
called that process Layout. And that 
encompassed some other departmental 
roles that we handled as well, such 
as stereo and focus pulling and all 
these kinds of things, but the way 
they made Gravity is to plan the entire 
movie, shoot it all in 3D with rough 
models, rough characters, and refi ne 
and refi ne and refi ne up to the point 
where they could lock off the shots 
that they needed to shoot and set up 
lights accordingly. Obviously there’s a 
lot of free-fl oating 360s, cameras with 
no gravity, characters with no gravity, 
objects moving around that need to be 
very, very carefully planned… all of that, 
but essentially what you end up with is 
a rough version of the fi lm. The director 
watches it, signs off and says this is 
what we’re going to shoot. And then 
they take that to the set with the actors 
and get the performance they want. 

AC Extraordinary. They do all of 
 that in pre-vis?

PP They did, yeah. And one of the 
 big reasons they did that was 

because in Gravity you have this huge 
light source, which is the earth, and 
you’ve got characters spinning in 360, 
so they needed a way to simulate that. 
They wanted to simulate that light on 
the actors’ faces. So they had big 
screens in front that had been rendered 
for the pre-vis, which would show the 
earth kind of spinning and get the light 
bounce off them and all this kind of 
stuff. It was insanely complicated.

AC Yeah. You can say that again. 

PP Yeah, and so luckily on Lego, 
 being an animated fi lm, we 

didn’t need to do that translation back 
to live action, but what we did have 
which was the same as Gravity was 
a rough version of the fi lm that the 
directors would sign off on and say 
this is what we want to make, send 
this down to animation, let’s get the 
performance in there, and then it would 
come back to us and we’d do the fi nal 
editing on that. And then later go to 
lighting.

AC So you would be fairly 
 comfortable with the fact 

that Gravity pulled the Oscar for 
cinematography, then?

PP Yeah, I’m comfortable with that, 
 yes. [Laughs] I’m a huge fan 

of Emmanuel Lubezki’s work. Tree of 
Life was one of the most beautiful fi lms 
I’ve ever seen. And I don’t think it’s a 
coincidence that he shot Gravity and 
Tree of Life. They’re both incredibly 
gorgeous pieces of work, great visual 
storytelling, so yeah.

AC Let’s go back to the start. 
 Let’s just go all the way back, 

spool back. Where did you start and 
how long ago, and tell me about your 
introduction into the industry. Did you 
start in Australia?

PP I did start in Australia. I started 
 on a TV show called Stevie 

Stardust which was for a company 
called Ambience Entertainment and I 
worked there for about the fi rst nine 
months of my career and then I moved 
over to do some commercial work as 

an animator and kind of 3D generalist 
at Garner McLennan Design. And then 
from there I moved over to work with 
George Miller on Happy Feet, which 
was my fi rst fi lm - my introduction to 
real cinema, from a professional point of 
view anyway.

AC Then you worked with George 
 again didn’t you, on Happy 

Feet Two?

PP That’s right, so after Happy Feet 
 I went to London for a couple 

of years and then I came back to work 
at Kennedy Miller on Justice League, 
Happy Feet Two and Fury Road with 
George.

AC How different is what you do 
 now to what you were doing 

say seven years ago?

PP Well, seven years ago I was an 
 animator, so I was responsible 

for the performance of the characters 
in a single shot, now I’m responsible for 
1500 shots in the fi lm, a whole team of 
artists and I’m working closely with the 
Directors. I’ve been lucky; George is 
an exceptionally smart fi lmmaker and a 
fantastic teacher, so I was lucky enough 
to spend a lot of time with him and learn 
an incredible amount about cinema 
from him but also about the pursuit of 
excellence. And I’d like to think that to 
the best of my ability, I’m applying that 
knowledge to tell great stories.

AC So let’s just get onto the real 
 subject of the conversation 

today, and that’s The Lego Movie. 
What challenged you the most on 
this movie?

PP The greatest challenges and 
 there were several, came from 
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within the brief. Chief among them 
was creating something that was 
cinematic but also, at the same time, 
quaint, which can be two opposing 
ideas, I guess. But also, we were 
asking the audience to believe in 
something; believe that something 
digital was something real, and an 
incredible amount of effort goes into 
that, especially when you’re talking 
about something on the scale of 
Lego, because there are so many 
particulars about the way cameras 
move, and weight and these kinds of 
things. There’s also an amount of visual 
zeitgeist that comes with stop motion 
brick fi lms but which doesn’t necessarily 
scale to 90mins on a cinema screen. So 
it’s trying to be true to all of these kinds 
of things whilst also creating something 
that people are comfortable paying $20 
to go and see at the cinema.

AC Lego is a really powerful, 
 powerful brand, so were you 

ever concerned that it might end up 
looking like an animated fi lm rather 
than an animated Lego fi lm - that the 
Lego pieces had to look like Lego 
pieces? 

PP Um... the short answer is no, not 
 really. I think pretty early on I was 

very comfortable that we were going to 
have something that was pretty special. 
There’s an incredible amount of talented 
people involved on all sides of this fi lm 
and a lot of credit needs to go to Animal 
Logic for putting that group together 
especially the CG Supe Aidan Sarsfi eld. 
Anyway it really was a great crew and 
it was obvious pretty early on that we 
were going to have something that was 
unique and that hopefully, people were 
going to react well to. Um... there were 
nerves, defi nitely… moments of nerves, 
when the trailer fi rst came out. I was 
nervous about the amount of detail we 
put into some specifi c things and how 
people would react, but it was very 
positive. In fact, the fi rst comments on 
YouTube were things like, “I’m so glad 
they didn’t make this a CG movie and 
that they shot it as a real stop motion 
Lego,” and that was fantastic. You 
know, for a while there people hadn’t 
caught onto the fact that it was CG, and 
that was really special.

AC Yeah, well, that’s what I was 
 alluding to… from my point 

of view, if you said to me, “I’m going 
to make a Lego movie,” I would say, 
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“Well, okay, it’s going to be stop 
motion, right?” Now that would be 
daunting.

PP That’s right. Exactly. I’ll just say 
 that from an aesthetic point 

of view, Lego was a really challenging 
fi lm because of the proportions of the 
characters. Everything that you kind of 
know about how to frame a close-up 
or a mid-shot or a wide shot, it doesn’t 
quite hold true when you’re shooting 
these very wide squat shapes. So 
we really had to spend a lot of time 
making sure that we understood the 
rules of how you divide the frame to 
make something aesthetically pleasing. 
It really was reinventing the wheel on 
almost every type of shot, so from that 
point of view it was very challenging.

AC Was that the hardest thing, or 
 was there a more diffi cult part 

of your role in making the fi lm?

PP Um... no, I think the hardest 
 thing for me was the jump in 

scale from being responsible for 50 or 
60 shots to being responsible for an 
entire fi lm. It’s a huge leap and there’s 
nothing really that prepares you for it. 
It’s just there one day and you deal with 
it. But it’s fun, you know. It’s a good 
challenge. It was a good challenge.

AC Most cinematographers 
 nominate their favourite focal 

length at around 40mm. Now this 
might be a stupid question, but what 
was your favourite lens for The Lego 
Movie? Or maybe a smarter question 
would be do you have an actual set 
of lenses for an animated fi lm? 

PP Absolutely, yeah. I designed a 
 lens kit for the fi lm which we 

used almost exclusively. There isn’t 
really any true difference between a 
prime and a zoom in the virtual world 
but we had a set of defi ned focal 

lengths that we would rarely move away 
from. My favourite lens… that’s a tough 
one… before Lego I would have said 
a 32mm but the co-director on Lego 
was very keen for us to try and create a 
more modern aesthetic for the fi lm, and 
he was always pushing us to go wider. 
So where I would previously be trying to 
shoot some action shot on an 18mm, 
on Lego that would become a 16mm or 
a 14mm. We also used a 10mm for a 
couple of scenes in the fi lm, which was 
great fun, so yeah, it’s hard to say.

AC So you’re talking about your 
 virtual lens kit?

PP That’s right, yeah.

AC Okay. Did you have any virtual 
 fi lters?

PP Ah, no is the short answer.
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AC Ok. And anything else in the 
 kit? I mean, do you have the 

toys that you fi nd on the average fi lm 

set, like a Steadicam or a crane… 

whatever. I presume they would be in 

your domain, or does someone else 

provide those?

PP Yep, absolutely, yeah, so we had 
 camera rigs for our virtual 

cameras, we had cranes, dollies… we 

had a Steadicam rig that was… 

AC [Laughs] Excuse me for 
 laughing Pablo. Excuse my 

mirth and my ignorance.

PP That’s okay, no, that’s fi ne.

AC So you’ve got this little Lego 
 lunch box and in it is all of 

your tools, all of your cranes, your 

Steadicam, jibs and rigs… the full kit?

PP Exactly. As you’d know, fi lm has 
 an aesthetic that’s a hundred 

years old and people understand what 
a crane should feel like, or what the 
emotional impact of using a Steadicam 
is over having a static camera. Even 
the way that a camera pivots gives you 
so much reality, the way you mount 
it to a car, how it shakes, all these 
things; so we had virtual equivalents 
for all of those things. And they can be 
just like any camera rig; using it is its 
own specifi c art… making it feel like 
the real and the right thing. We had 
an interrogation scene which we really 
wanted to feel like something out of 
The Dark Knight; it was pretty much all 
shot with the Steadicam and we were 
just trying to get that emotional reaction 
from the audience on a subconscious 
level, to amplify what was happening to 
the characters.

AC Did you have any input into 
 the design of the rigs?

PP I designed almost all of the 
 camera rigs on Lego, and 

provided them as a tool kit for the crew.

AC So you’re a bit of a grip as 
 well? 

PP That’s right, yep.

AC Did your virtual grip get to the 
 catering truck before 

everyone else on the set? Enlighten 
me. [Laughter]

Moving on. Do you own the copyright 
on the equipment you designed and 
can you sell it as a kit to someone 
else, or is that just packed up and 
put away?

PP It’s all packed up. I mean, Animal 
 Logic would own that stuff, I’m 

assuming, but it’s, you know, there’s 
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no magic to it, it’s just setting the rig 
up in a specifi c way that imitates or 
approximates, as best as it can, the 
real world. The added diffi culty is that 
once you have the rig you then have 
to animate it to a degree where the 
audience isn’t questioning whether it’s 
real or not, they are just going with it.

AC It does deliver an specifi c, 
 authentic movement, either 

through the air or across the ground 
or underwater or whatever… ? 

PP Exactly.

AC So it becomes quite a 
 valuable piece of intellectual 

 property, I would think.

PP That’s true.

AC So as a ‘lensing’ 
 cinematographer, you build a 

grip’s kit, a gaffer’s kit, a whole lot of 
car rigs, quad bike rigs etc?

PP Yeah. And let me hit you with 
 another one… obviously a virtual 

camera doesn’t move, it doesn’t shake, 
it doesn’t bounce, it doesn’t do any 
of those kind of things, so somebody 
has to defi ne the way that a camera’s 
going to shake at a specifi c speed; 
so I set up all the camera shake for all 
different kinds of the cameras that were 
mounted on cars, for cameras that were 
applied to Steadicams or cranes or all of 
these kinds of things - we had to defi ne 
the level of shake, and we could change 
the amplitude if we wanted to, but those 
shakes have a very specifi c aesthetic.

AC Okay, yes, of course.

PP You don’t get any of that for free 
 in 3D, so you have to defi ne it 

all. I had to do that as well. And this I 
learnt from referencing other fi lms or 
I’d go out and shoot tests myself. I 
looked at a lot of the Aardman work 
with vehicles; for example, they have a 
lot of great action shots with cameras 
mounted to cars and that sort of thing, 
so I watched a lot of their work. I 
referenced anything with stop motion. 
The directors had pitched The Lego 
Movie to us as a 16 year old Michael 
Bay making a stop motion fi lm in his 
basement with an unlimited budget. 

AC [Laughs] Oh, that’s just a 
 wonderful analogy, isn’t it?

PP Yeah. That’s right. So then the 
 reference would be a lot of stop 

motion work, a lot of really high-end 
Dark Knight/Michael Bay kind of action 
work and trying to fi nd a way to mix 
those two aesthetics together, which 
was, as I was saying before, a bit of a 
challenge.

AC So, speaking of challenges 
 and where this is going to 

take you, what would be the ultimate 
for you now? Where are you headed? 
What’s the end game for you?

PP Um... I’m hoping to continue 
 shooting fi lms but I’m also 

interested in direction, so I’d like to 
move into that as well.

AC Right. Directing non-CGI 
 movies?

PP Absolutely. In terms of the 
 language of cinema and visual 

storytelling, these are the things that 
I’ve spent a lot of time being taught by 
fantastic directors, and defi nitely that’s 
something that I feel confi dent about. 
And at the very least, in terms of story, 
composition and clarity, I’m sure it 
would be fi ne. Now whether it would be 
the most beautifully lit fi lm in the world, 
that I’m not so sure about. But how to 
tell a story visually, I’m confi dent about 
that, for sure.

AC So where do you this all this is
 going to end up? Where 

do you think cinematography is 
heading? 

PP Um... where do we end up? I 
 think it’s a really good question. 

There’s always going to be a market 
for a beautifully shot fi lm… I think. I 
think there are defi nitely going to be a 
lot of people crossing the traditional 
boundaries and sticking their toe more 
into the 3D world, especially as the tools 
make that transition easier. I’m almost 
certain that James Cameron shot Avatar 
- a lot of Avatar - himself on a motion 
capture camera rig, and I wouldn’t be 
surprised to see more directors jumping 
in and doing that kind of thing. In fact, 
I’m surprised they haven’t already - or 
cameramen - but that technology’s 
coming, defi nitely.

AC That’s interesting, because in 
 the previous magazine I 

predicted that  cinematographers are 
going to move towards storytelling… 
ie directing.

PP That’s spot on.

AC … and more directors will 
 become cinematographers.

PP Yeah, I would agree with that. 
 But it kind of goes back to what 

you were saying earlier, I think. What 
becomes the real currency then is craft 
and creativity. And that’s what I have 
learnt from George… the importance 
of craft in telling a story is really what 
separates an exceptional artist or 
storyteller from someone who’s making 
a clip on YouTube that nobody watches. 

AC Every day you’re working with 
 technology, so you are 

very, very in tune with the way 
that technology’s ramping change 
exponentially.

PP That’s right. Something I should 
 mention is I think people need 

to embrace change and embrace the 
modern aesthetic, and that’s something 
I really learnt from Chris McKay on 
Lego. There’s so much classical 
knowledge out there, but there’s also a 
modern world and we’re really trying to 
make our fi lm accessible to people who 
are living and breathing that every day, 
and that’s a real challenge, because 
sometimes you need to struggle a little 
bit more to fi nd the merit of what’s in 
the material… but there’s no wasted 
time when it comes to trying to educate 
yourself. Roger Deakins is an interesting 
example, because he consults a lot on 
the animated fi lms of DreamWorks. I 
think he’s also done a couple of Pixar 
movies as well and whilst I’m not sure of 
his level of involvement, he defi nitely has 
his toe in the modern, animated world.

AC And no one can deny that in 
 own world, he’s ‘the man’. I’m 

on Roger’s side. 

A huge thank you to Lisa Santo-Buchler, 
Animal Logic,  Village Roadshow and 
Warners Brothers for their co-operation. 
The LEGO Movie is available on Blu-
Ray, DVD and Digital. Check out Pablo’s 
cinematography… it’s a terrifi c fi lm.

f
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Minor Work Expenses
No written evidence is required if the 
total of all work expenses is $300 or 
less. Examples would include 
magazines, taxi fares, laundry expenses, 
depreciation of property. It does not 
include car expenses in Australia.

Car Log Book 
Requirements

A log book must be kept for the first 
income year when a claim is made and 
it must be maintained for a continuous 
12 week period. The taxpayer can 
choose which 12 consecutive weeks to 
maintain the log book, for a claim to be 
made under this method.

WARNING: Even though a log book has 
been kept for 12 weeks in a non-log 
book year, a reasonable estimate must 
still be made of the business kms 
travelled by the car, taking into account 
any variation in use of the car.

The log book should be in English and it 
must be retained for five years after the 
last income year that the log book is 
used to claim car expenses for the car.

The log book must record all business 
journeys made in the car during the 
selected 12 week period and record:

•  When the log book period  
starts and ends

•  The car’s odometer readings  
at the start and end of the period

• The total kilometres travelled, and

•  The business percentage.

For each business journey the following 
must be recorded:

•  The day the journey began and ended

•  The car’s odometer reading at the 
start and end of the journey

•  The total kilometres travelled on the 
journey

•  Why the journey was made, and

•  The total number of business 
kilometres travelled.

Entries in the log book do not need to 
be signed.

Switching Car  
Claim Methods
The same method of claiming motor 
vehicle expenses does not have to be 
used every year. Even though the log 
book method has been used in one year, 
the taxpayer has the right to choose a 
different method in each subsequent 
year and for each motor vehicle. That 
means the taxpayer can switch between 
the log book method, the 12% method 
or one third of expenses method in 
following years (provided more than 
5,000 business kilometres have been 
travelled in that year by the car) or the 
cents per kilometre method. If switching 
back to the log book method, a new log 
book does not have to be completed 
until the 5th year of the original log has 
expired.

Self-Managed Super 
Funds Very Popular
On average, every day seventy- five self 
managed superannuation funds are set 
up in Australia. We recommend that you 
have at least $300,000 in retirement 
assets before you set up one of these 
funds.

Working Outdoors
Expenses for sunscreen, sunglasses 
and hats, etc are deductible for outdoor 
workers.

Exports GST Free
Broadly, a supply of a service is GST-free 
if the recipient of the service is outside 
Australia and the use of the service is 
outside Australia.

Example: Service used 
outside Australia
Saul, an Australian director, is engaged 
by an American company to shoot a 
scene of a television series that will be 
shown in America. He shoots the scene 
in Australia and sends it to the American 
studio. His service has been exported 
for use outside Australia so he does not 
include GST in his invoice to the 
Americans.

If you would like further information on any of these  
matters raised in this newsletter, please contact: 

Ranald Duhig rduhig@filmfacts.com.au or  
David Clark dclark@filmfacts.com.au  
Telephone 07 3862 1361

The information contained in this newsletter is for informational 
purposes only. It is not intended to take the place of financial and 
accounting advice and should not be relied on when making business 
or personal decisions



AC Geoffrey what are the major challengers on the 
 fi lm?

GS Every day is a challenge, but one of the immediate challengers is communication. Kaige, the Director, speaks 
 good English after studying in the US, however the misunderstandings during his tent meetings happen quite a lot. 

Communication is a slippery eel that is often hard to catch, so I am consistently referring to Feihong Chen, his nephew and our 
fi rst AD, for clarifi cation. We have translators for all departments, which helps, but often it is just the two of us. His tent briefi ngs 
generally start with his deep baritone voice saying “Geoffrey, Geoffrey; Let me tell you what I wanta do”, then off we go. 

AC Are you working to a storyboard or a script, and do you have a very clear knowledge of what’s in his mind when 
 you turn up on the day of the shoot?

GS We are working from his shot list that he hand writes the night before, so we get them emailed by Melody Wu Yue, one 
 of our wonderful translators and production staff, at 2am or 3am, or sometimes handed to us on arrival to set. The script 

is being rewritten very extensively during this process. The dialogue is being rewritten and sometimes scenes from the original 
script change completely. So this is becoming the new script and what editorial are working with. I do know what’s on his mind 
due to the “Geoffrey Geoffrey let me tell you… ” scenario. So in combination with the daily shot list, we have established some 
communication… but this is China! I know what he likes now and I know what I can get away with when I am given freedom to 
compose and light shots. Sometimes he is very clear, but most of the time he is letting me set up the shots, even lay a track if 
I think it will help. Feihong will relay the message from the tent… “Kaige loves it” or “Kaige suggests a little wider”. Sometimes I 
think perhaps I am being manipulated by a master fi lmmaker into giving him exactly what he wants… what ever, I am loving the 
process.

The action work, the fi ghting stuff, is different… it’s mostly made up on the spot! Our stunt co-ordinator/action director is Dee 
Dee Ku. Very experienced with over two hundred fi lms. He did The Matrix 2 and 3. He and Kaige have ideas based on the script 
pages that come out, but often ideas are thrown back and forth. Dee Dee’ll have an idea and Kaige’ll change it, stuff like that. 
So the fi ghting is very much made up in the moment, whereas with the drama, Kaige has his ideas, not only of the shots, but 
how he wants to cut it. His shot list is all in cuts!

And this goes back to the communication and some of the frustrations we had with the process initially… he’ll have the shot list 
and he’ll shoot the dialogue for a two shot and then he’ll do the next piece of dialogue in a close-up of one of the actors, then 
go back to the two shot we have already shot and so on… he doesn’t overlap and we keep revisiting set ups!!!. 

A Monk In A 
Floating World
Director Chen Kaige
DOP Geoffrey Simpson ACS



Geoffrey Simpson ACS in Xiage Studio.   PHOTO: Jupiter Wong



He won’t do a master of the whole thing; he’ll do the two 
shot for the fi rst two or three lines of dialogue, then he says 
I’m going to edit there and then he’ll do a close up of each 
actor, but he won’t run the whole scene. Now I keep saying, 
“Don’t you want to overlap that? Don’t you want to do this?” 
“No, no, Geoffrey.” - sometimes he will, and sometimes he 
jokes and says, “Well, this time we’ll do what you like,” and 
we’ll do a more general coverage where we run the master 
for the full length, but that’s really rare. He usually has a really 
clear idea of exactly where he wants the cuts to go. He’s a 
fi fth generation, old school Chinese fi lm director. He’s a master 
fi lmmaker, there’s no question about it. But you asked me 
before about pre-visualizations; they are in Kaige’s head. 

There’s nothing in the way of storyboards, though I do some 
for myself sometimes. There’s a big chunk of CGI… some very 
complicated stuff, so we do storyboards - we’ve got a sinking 
boat segment, for example, and I do the boards to determine 
where the crane can go and how the boat sinks and where 
the actors can go safely. So that had to be worked out quite 
carefully, which I did with Andy Brown, our VFX Supervisor 
from Animal Logic, who did a great Pre Vis for everyone. But 
then, like a lot of things, you get on set and it all changes, so 
you do what works and you do it as best you can.

AC When we were chatting earlier you mentioned 
 Kaige’s tent a couple of times? It sounds like it is 

the centre of the universe for everyone on this fi lm.

GS Yes “The Tent”. For our fi rst two months work here it 
 was winter… winter in a Beijing Studio with no 

heating! It did have air con, which was noisy, so the sound 

department insisted that it be turned off the whole time. It 
was freezing. We were all in North Face gear with fi ve layers, 
while the actors froze in their wardrobe, then rugged up 
between takes. The unit guys set up Kaige’s tent from day 
one. Two monitors, with a permanent video split guy recording 
everything for playback, fi ve electric heaters and green felt 
over a temporty wooden fl oor on top of the dirt fl oor.  Like 
India, many Chinese studios have dirt fl oors. There is a table 
with notes and several chairs. Kaige gets many visitors to 
the set, investors, politicians, local government people, other 
actors, a cinematographer from his last fi lm and so on. So it’s 
the control center for our fearless leader. It is also where after 
every take there is a viewing session and discussion… every 
take. At the moment we are shooting exteriors, drama and 
fi ghting. Before the drama starts there is a meeting with the 
actors in the tent. We shoot the rehearsal, back to the tent, 
we shoot take one, back to the tent, take two, back to the 
tent…     

Kaige is an actor and has played roles in several of his own 
fi lms. The tent discussions are fascinating to witness. He is a 
charming man with a good sense of humour. He talks about 
the actors character with such passion. He stands up, his 
face changes, uses his hands for gesture; he acts a moment 
with such conviction everyone is moved. They nod agreement, 
he makes them laugh, he really pushes them. I asked him 
about the amount of control he exerts on the actors… “They 
all know I am very tough on actors.” We have a stellar cast 
with some of the top actors from mainland China and Taiwan, 
who perhaps don’t need that much help. However, I look 
at the good takes again each night with DIT Chris Reig, on 
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 We are deep in Southern China where 
it is hot and steamy like Bangkok. 
Mountains and rivers with thousand 
year old narrow stone walking bridges, 
small rice paddies amongst lotus 
gardens, sweet corn plots and original 
attractive village architecture with new, 
characterless architecture taking over.  

I have been here since December 
10, 2013 and we expect to wrap in 
early September. A Monk in a Floating 
World is a story of a monk who leaves 
his mountain temple to fend for himself 
in Hangzhou in the 1930’s, a peak 
period of martial arts in China… so a 
Kung Fu movie with some humanity, 
some poetry, some beautiful images, 
stunning sets and landscapes, some 
goofy humour and some fi ghting… 
actually a lot of fi ghting, some of it 
quite extraordinary.

Our director, Chen Kaige, made a 
name for himself with Farewell My 
Concubine which won the Palm 
D’Or at Cannes in 1993 and this was 
followed by The Emperor and The 
Assassin, The Sacrifi ce and so on. 
A big man, an actor who has been 
in several of his own fi lms, he loves 
Peking Opera and plays director 
like a Hollywood super star from the 
forties. An on set walk through often 
includes up to thirty people recording 
everything he says, taking notes and 
pictures. Every day on set there are 
two EPK camera guys getting in the 
way.

I am here with Australian help. Gaffer 
Michael Adcock is leading the Chinese 
Gaffer and his team and teaching 
them heaps. Frustration is paramount; 
communication and Chinese 
enthusiasm often get in the way. They 
all work like stink, but tend to rush into 
danger and very hard on equipment.  
He is doing an amazing job with them, 
mostly keeping calm and helping the 
look of the picture. His crew love him.

Adrian Seffrin is First AC/Focus Puller. 
Ado and I have worked together 
off and on for over twenty years. 
He has whipped our fairly young 
and inexperienced crew into shape. 
Carrying Red and Yellow cards in his 
top shirt pocket, he fl ashes the cards 
when required. Those who get a red 
card are not sent off, but they know 
they stuffed up and will be killed if they 
repeat the mistake.

Jay Munro, Key Grip from New 
Zealand, was with us for several 
months. He came down with some 
severe stomach disorder and departed 
to regroup. Jay was a tower of 
strength organizing for us. Studio 
rigging and safety came fi rst.   Studio 
20K lamps were rigged from tree 
branches and guide ropes. This was 
updated to box truss, proper webbing 
slings and so on. He also found a 
Flight Head Remote to work with our 
GF 8+16 cranes.

Chris Reig is our DIT. We met on My 
Mistress early in 2013 where he did 

an outstanding job. In my original 
phone calls with Kaige he did not 
mention this roll. However I am very 
glad I suggested he come along. 
Again his work has been superb and 
he provides great peace of mind for 
production and myself. He has also 
taught his Chinese counterpart heaps.

Animal Logic is doing the CGI and is 
being represented by Andy Brown. 
His job is possibly one of the most 
diffi cult given our problems with 
communication. Together we try and 
work out what Kaige really wants. 
He is managing to dance along with 
it all, but we wait to see the full force 
of his and Animal Logic’s work on 
completion.

Things Technical….

We are shooting ARRI Alexia and 
extracting 2.40: 1 from the 16 x 9 

A camera Alexa XT - B camera 
XT Plus and a back up body. 

Lenses - ARRI Master Prime - 
14mm through to 150mm. 

Angenieux Zooms - 15mm-
40mm, 28mm-76mm. Alura 
18mm-80mm, 45mm-250mm

We carry two cranes a GF-8 
and a GF-16 with a Flight Head 
Remote Head.
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Chen Kaige and Geoffrey Simpson ACS with Dinghu Peak in the background. 
The stone bridge is about a thousand years old.                                                                                 PHOTO: Yuan Gan Di



a good monitor, and we tweak a bit and the actors work is 

nothing short of stunning… so his system works!

AC What’s been the most diffi cult set-up for you to 
 achieve? 

GS Kaige said right from the start that he wanted to see 
 a fi ght sequence that went on and on, like maybe the 

whole fi ght was one shot that lasted 30 seconds, that sort of 

thing. We still do Hong Kong school Kung Fu, very fast cutting 

work as well, however the big fi ght in one move is often the 

goal.  This means massive choreography, big crane moves, 

huge and complex wire rigs, very complicated for the stunt 

guys. What happens in these sorts of set-ups is that Dee Dee 

and his stunt team will work out roughly what the shot is and 

what they want to do. He then starts working with his stunt 

team - all these fi t, young guys, all with their particular skill; 

some are better at jumping, some are better at somersaults, 

some are better at kicking, you know, whatever it is, he’ll get 

the best guys to do the various work and then he’ll rehearse… 

they’re all on wires, they fl y through the air, they punch, they 

kick, they fi ght… huge choreography with wires everywhere, 

with people pulling bell ropes that lift people up into the air 

and Andy Brown going bonkers with all the wires going across 

people’s faces “How many wires in this shot will I have to 

remove?” But then, lo and behold, once they’ve worked it all 

out, they’ve got the ropes the right length, they’ve worked 
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out all the moves and I’ve been practicing on the remote 
head with a crane fl ying around or whatever, then they bring 
in the actors who are doing a lot of their own stunts.  But not 
always… if it’s super-complicated or dangerous or they might 
smash their heads, Dee Dee’ll use his stunt team. 

Though I’ve got to say, the actors have pulled off some 
amazing stuff. Having said that, we have had a couple of 
accidents and one of our lead actors actually smashed his 
head on a hardwood table doing a fl ip… his forehead was 
completely covered in blood and he jumped back up and said 

“Do you want me to do another one?” You know, blood all 

over the place! “No mate, we do not want another one, you’re 

dripping blood, you need a bandage and a bit of a sit down”. 

So what we did in that case, we let the scar form and I think 

he came back on day three and we incorporated the wound 

into the action. They’re incredible! Actually that actor is a 

really wonderful guy, Wah Yen from Stephen Chow’s Kung Fu 

Hustle, plays the husband of the screaming woman… in his 

sixties and still fl ying around doing a somersault before kicking 

people in the guts, fantastic!
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Night fi ght sequence shot at Yu Yao, Simin Lake. Eight nights shooting in rain. Lots of wire work for a fi fty-fi ve take shot! 
Our Flight Head remote camera head was double-bagged for rain, but the humidity was extraordinary, so moisture a 
constant problem.             PHOTO: Jupiter Wong



AC My age! Unthinkable.

GS Some of those set-ups are challenging and amazing 
 and it might take two hours to rig it all and rehearse 

it, you know, and then we go like the clappers. We did one 

terrifi c one a few weeks ago… 15 takes. The only take that 

worked was the very last one where everything clicked; you 

know, there were nine guys who were kicked in the head or 

the guts and all the kicks and punches were believable… it 

looked fantastic. 

Actually yesterday we did another one take wonder, but 

for the drama, not fi ghting. In the shot list there were four 

shots covering this action. It was a huge emotional scene. 

We set up the drama with a wide shot and some really great 

close ups, great emotionally and great for story telling. The 

reverse wide shot was a key shot in one of the major scenes 

for the entire movie, four actors and an amazing emotional 

moment. Originally four shots, Kaige played it all in one wide 

shot… again and again we tried to get it right, timing of the 

choreographed events, four performances to work. We fi nally 

got it all. In the tent I asked about some close up moments, 

just options. I plead. It fell on deaf ears. It was a really bold 

move by Kaige. Later that night Chris and I look at it again on 

his monitor. Powerful as hell, a couple of CG tweaks for blood 

FX and it will be theatrical and extraordinary. It was a true 

Chen Kaige shot and he was right. 

AC So are you shooting multicam on any of these 
 action sequences?

GS Some. But the two shots that I’ve just described, and 
 we’ve done quite a lot of them, are one take wonders. 

But on the other side of the coin we also do quick cut coverage 

as well, where we run two cameras and then B Unit comes in 

with Dee Dee and Kaige, and I’m not even there. They’ll follow 

a lighting pattern on what we’ve done and they’ll do inserts of 

guys crashing onto the ground or close-ups of hits on faces 

or kicks in the guts or whatever is required. At the moment B 

Camera, Alex Shui, and Dee Dee are doing a chunk of fi ghting 

for the end of the fi lm while we’re off doing battle scenes with 

the biggest explosions since the opening of Apocalypse Now… 

a complete blast, if you will excuse the pun. 

Kaige loves Peking Opera; his smash hit fi lm “Farewell My 

Concubine” was all about the life of two opera singers, set 

against the Japanese invasion and later the cultural revolution, 

an extraordinary time in recent Chinese history… a completely 

mad time. Anyway, he is very theatrical and does not shy 

away from the big statement… the explosion’s we shot today 

were way over the top, but poetic, beautiful and wonderfully 

theatrical.  
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AC Do you fi nd that the workplace health and safety 
 angle over there is slightly different to the 

workplace health and safety in Australia, or in the US?

GS Yes, there’s a huge difference between what we’ve 
 come to accept as normal safety considerations 

elsewhere. One of the fi rst things our key grip, Jay Monroe 
from New Zealand did was push for safety in a lot of areas… 
rigging for example; in the studio we had 20K lamps rigged 
from tree branches and ropes and pulleys, completely Mickey 
Mouse and really dangerous, and there was very little control, 
so we introduced proper rigging techniques. With the fi ghting 
work we’ve had two actors get hurt. One of the stunt guys got 
a wire caught on his hand and it ripped off the top inch or so 
off his fi nger, but we are doing dangerous stuff. An interesting 
observation here; of the three guys hurt, where the pain level 
for all would have been extremely high, not one whimper was 
uttered, nothing, no Chinese *uck, no moan, dead silence. 
Stunt guys are meant to be tough, but actors expressive! Wah 
Yen wanted to have another go!

AC Would you have achieved the same end result if it 
 were shot in Australia or America?

GS I think so, yeah. Yeah, we would have. I think we just 
 have safety inbuilt now. One of the scaffolding rigs I’ve 

seen here was about 48 feet high, no outriggers, and you look 
at it and you think, “Now that would never pass in Australia”, 
but then you look at it closely and you think, well… they have 
a guy rope tied back to that tree, they’ve attached a second 
10 metre scaffolding onto the 48 foot one and they’ve got a 
bit of Box Truss joining those two together so, you know, they 
have their own ways of doing things. 

AC Absolutely. Would you say that working the way 
 you are in China is more spontaneous and it 

allows the fi lm to kind of grow more organically as you’re 
shooting it?

GS Yeah, I think that’s right. I mean there is a bit of that. 
 Not so much the drama, as I said, ‘cause a lot of the 

previsualisation is in Kaige’s head and he has a clear idea 
how he wants to cut it, but certainly the fi ght choreography is 
organic and it does change and develop through the actual 
process of doing it. The lack of pre planning really goes 
against the grain for the Australian crew though… we are 
used to really getting stuff sorted during pre-production and 
for Andy Brown and I coming onto set with no clear idea of 
how to solve a problem, to do a shot, is frustrating to say the 
least. You sometimes look back on what you have done and 
think… if only. But that happens, whatever you do I guess!

AC But it would also make it more exciting for you, 
 wouldn’t it?

GS Oh, it’s fantastic. I mean every day is exciting. Every 
 day is different. You mentioned about challenges. I’m 

not joking: every day is a challenge. Time is going so fast; we 
just can’t believe that we’re now on shoot day one hundred 
and forty whatever. You just look back and think of the places 

we’ve been, the set-ups we’ve done. I mean earlier this week 
we’ve been in a cave, we’ve been doing fi ght stuff, we’ve 
been fl oating on a crane sixteen meters over a lotus fi eld with 
giant leaves. I mean we’ve just been - every day is fantastic 
and it’s a massive adventure, an amazing experience.

AC So you must have a lot to talk about in the pub 
 after work. 

GS We do have many nights to drink and unwind together
 and we eat like Emperors, Beijing Hot Pot with super 

thin slices of lamb and beef that cook in a minute. Peking 
duck shredded at the table by a drop-dead gorgeous waitress 
in black in a fancy restaurant behind an art gallery with 
sculptures of screaming men. Hunan noodles cooked by our 
grips, spicy hot and delicious. Beautiful food in Shanghai, our 
favourite city. Restaurants on The Bund, the fi nancial hub of 
China in the early 1900’s. We look across the river to the shiny 
new buildings where we have drunk martinis while looking at 
the sunset.

Yesterday was our day off and Michael and Ado and I had 
several hours drinking beer and wine at a favourite Beijing 
restaurant, O’Steak! Sitting outside under the shade of some 
plain trees in a street that almost felt like Paris. There is a large 
expat French community here... we even noticed two people 
in blue and white striped tops! Though the well-dressed 
and very beautiful Chinese women dominated our people 
watching.

Over a glass of French red we talk about this fi lm-making 
experience and stories from other fi lms fl oat to the surface 
to be compared with this one. We all agree this has been an 
extraordinary landmark in our lives.

I love making fi lms, I love the technological challenges we 
face each day and I love the collaboration and working with 
other people to solve them. Michael and Ado have been a 
great help and our friendship has ramped up several notches 
after this massive project together. For me the greatest bonus 
working in this industry is the people we meet along the way, 
so many great human beings to get to know. Many pass 
like ships in the night and other great clichés, but some we 
manage to hold onto for life. Others we meet up with again 
years later on another fi lm, we pick up where we left off and 
the jokes and memories come fl ooding back.

Cinematographers are lucky people.
f
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Mal (Joel) at the crash site giving his statement to police a offi cer, a helicopter is passing over with a Xenon searchlight. 
Photograph Mark Rogers.  DOP Mark Wareham ACS



AC Mark, who or what has been 
 the greatest infl uence on your 

career so far?

MW Interesting question. Well, when 
 I was at university I was always 

really aware of fi lms and fi lmmaking, 
but a movie called The Conformist 
affected me at another level… and in 
particular the work of Vittorio Storaro. I 
actually saw that it transcended straight 
functionality and provided something 
else… and that was storytelling 
combined with artistry. 

AC Interesting answer and a great
 movie by the way, but I was 

thinking that maybe you would 
have referred to the time you spent 
doing long form series work at the 
studios on the Gold Coast as a fairly 
major infl uence. You earned your 
chops down there wouldn’t you 
say? You and quite a few other great 
cinematographers, like Ben Nott 
and John Stokes. Do you think that 
episodic TV put you in a really good 
place to do movies, especially now 
that we’ve got smaller budgets and 
everyone’s getting squeezed in terms 
of shoot days.

MW Defi nitely, Dick. And I would say 
 that what was really good about 

working at those studios, and I think 
you’d probably get this from John and 
Ben as well, was that the Americans 
always expected signifi cantly higher 
production values, a bit more like what 
we were delivering on commercials 
at that time, you know, unlike the 
Australian producers who didn’t really 
see television as being anything that 
should be value added. They saw it as 
being a thing that you just got done, 
right? Of course that has changed now, 
but at the time…

AC Yes, I agree.

MW The Americans wanted to see 
 more bang for their buck and 

in a shorter time frame. And they also 
wanted their night shoots to look like 
they’d spent some real money, even 
if they hadn’t, you know? I also got to 
work with a variety of directors, and 
operated for other DPs… fantastic DPs. 
So I could watch what they did, fi rst-
hand, and that was a little reassuring, 
because often when you saw them do 
things you thought, well, that’s how I 
would have done it. It wasn’t magic - I 
suppose it demystifi ed lots of things for 
me. But the other good thing was being 
able to walk into a big sound stage 
and a fresh set and start from scratch. 
There’s nothing nicer. The Americans 
also taught us a lot about pre-planning 
and pre-lighting and about having 
everything in place, which gave us 
fl exibility at the time of the shoot. I also 
learnt what to sweat on and what not to 
sweat on.

AC Choose your battles wisely. 
 From my experience working 

with American producers I would say 
that once you please them, you’re 
on their list. They know that you 
are not going to let them down and 
given that  circumstances are in your 
favour, they’ll keep offering you work. 
But I should stress that you only get 
one go at impressing them, so go in 
totally prepared.

MW Very true Dick. But they actually 
 still respect cinematographers 

and they still respect what we do and 
bring to projects. But it was Stokesy 
(John Stokes ACS) who was the 
pathfi nder there; he was the one who 
broke through fi rst, the one who opened 
the path and because he did such a 
great job, the producers turned around 
and said, “Well hang on, who else is 
there? If we can’t get John, who else 
is waiting in the wings?” And it’s just a 
shame it didn’t keep going, because 
we got to shoot millions of feet of 
fi lm, you know, two cameras blasting 
away, fi ve days a week for eight or nine 

months at a time. I don’t know whether 
I want you to print this, but one of the 
other interesting experiences I had at 
the studios was I was rung up by one 
of the production managers and the 
conversation went something like this.

(Production Manager) “Can you come 
in and help an American DOP who’s 
testing on this fi lm we’ve got coming 
up? He just wants someone to give him 
a hand.” 

“What’s he want, an operator?” 

“No, he just wants a hand, come in.”

“Who is it?”

“Darius Khondji.”  (laughter). 

“Sure!!!!” 

“Oh, look, I can only pay you X amount 
a day, sorry it’s not much.” 

“Look, Sharon, I’d do it for free.” 

Anyway, the great thing was Darius was 
an incredibly, incredibly charming man, 
an incredibly talented man working at a 
very high level. And after seeing Seven 
and Delicatessen, what was really 
interesting was I expected that he would 
do something special, that no one else 
did, something magical that I would 
never had thought of. You know what it 
was? He push processed the Fuji 500 
one stop and kept rating it at 500ISO, 
I think to increase contrast. His key/
fi ll ratios were fairly standard, although 
for his night exteriors he got his gaffer 
Reggie Garside to put up a soft box that 
wasn’t necessarily to light the set but 
created sheen in the shadows.  

Darius shot 70,000ft to test spherical vs 
anamorphic, which he had Olivier fully 
grade, then had it printed and projected 
it in a theatre. He didn’t like to evaluate 
his stock via the telecine.  

AC He trusted his fi lm stock but 
 only after he had seen it 

projected. 

Mark Wareham ACS consistently puts out images of the highest quality… images that not only 
look terrifi c but follow the narrative terrain. He’s disciplined and professional in the mold of many 
of the ACS cinematographers working consistently around the world. But Mark is happy working 
on local content from his home in Queensland, provided he’s working on quality projects. 
His CV attests to that. 

Parer’s War, Felony, Redfern Now (9 episodes), The Straits (4 episodes), Underbelly (12 episodes), 
Cloudstreet (3 episodes), McLeods Daughters (4 episodes), Scorched… and many, many more. I 
spoke to Mark just prior to the opening of his latest movie Felony. 
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MW Exactly.

AC Well what ever he does it 
 works. He’s a brilliant 

cinematographer. Getting back to the 
here and now, have you ever wanted 
to ship out to the USA and work out 
of LA?

MW A mate of mine who’s over 
 shooting Fast and Furious 7 

at the moment said to me before he 
went, “Mark, Mark, hey, what do you 
want to do next year? Do you want to 
go to America? Do you want to do big 
fi lms?” And I said, “Look, I just want 
to keep doing the same sort of stuff 
that I’ve been doing over the last four 
or fi ve years. I want to work with good 
directors and good producers on good 
projects; maybe I’m not that ambitious 
or something, but you know, I like what 
I’m doing at the moment. If I had run off 
to the US to chase my career, I wouldn’t 
have done projects like Redfern Now 
and Cloudstreet, which to me personally, 
are signifi cant and truly worthy. 

AC Mate, I’m looking down the 
 list here on your CV and 

you’ve done some wonderful work… 
they’re all prestige projects. How 
choosy are you with the jobs that 
you’re offered? 

MW I actually say no to a lot of stuff, 
 and I don’t always say no 

because I don’t like the script. One of 
the people who effects me the most 
is the line producer. If they ring me up 
and say, “Oh, Mark I’ve already hired 
these people on the crew,” or, “I’ve 
got a deal with so and so, can you 
blah, blah, blah…” I just don’t do it. 
Because if they’re not fl exible with who 
I can choose on my crew, if they’re not 
going to let me make my choices, then 
fortunately I’m in a position where I’m 
able to turn them down, because there 
are usually other jobs about or I know 
that one of the fi ve directors I work with 
quite regularly will be doing something, 
you know?

AC I couldn’t agree more. 
 Cinematographers really have 

to dig their heels in.  Let’s talk about 
your latest fi lm Felony.

MW We did the fi lm about 20 months
 ago, at the end of 2012, and 

then it went to Toronto and did its thing. 
Then Joel (Edgerton) looked at it and 
decided he would like to do a little pick-
up. And because we shot it on fi lm, 
we had to go and fi nd a fi lm camera to 
rent, buy some fi lm stock and it was 
actually quite interesting to observe just 
how quickly it had all been forgotten. 
The stock had to be fl own in from New 
Zealand… 3x400ft rolls! The AC felt 
some pressure loading and unloading 
the mags. No room for error. Neglab 
ended up processing the fi lm, but it was 
quite a surreal sort of day, shooting that 
pick-up. There were only half a dozen 
crew; Director Matt Saville, me, AC Matt 
Toll and grip Dave Nicols, makeup and 
of course Joel. We sailed through the 
day, but we had forgotten how bad the 
video split looked.

AC I thought you might have shot 
 digital. So why did you chose 

fi lm?

MW Yes, 35mm. And there’s some 
 interesting things in this, 

because originally Matt (the director) 
wanted to shoot it anamorphic Alexa, 
and I said, “Why?” and he said, 
“’Because I’ve always wanted to 
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shoot a fi lm anamorphic.” His previous 
fi lm was Noise, and he also directed 
Cloudstreet; I’ve worked with Matthew 
a bit actually on various projects, and 
he’s become a good friend. So I said, 
“Great, well let’s do it the old-fashioned 
way, let’s go and shoot some tests,” 
You know, like we used to do? Then 
Rose Blight (Producer) said to us, 
“Are you sure you want to shoot it 
anamorphic? Because if you are, don’t 
you think you should test fi lm?” And we 
were like, “What? A producer actually 
saying, test fi lm?” So I shot some tests 
in the car park at Panavision with an 
iPad as a fi ll light and… 

AC Night tests?

MW Late afternoon, early evening, in 
 that small timeframe when 

there’s still a tiny bit of detail in the sky 
and the car headlights are reading, you 
know? And when we looked at the 
spherical fi lm, we just liked the texture 
and the colour of it, plus it dropped 
away. But with the Alexa, you could 
see right down the street into every 
corner and I said, “Look, if I need to 
see anything there, I’ll put some light 

into it,” Matt mostly shoots with one 
camera, so when they ran the numbers, 
fi lm came out costing about the same. 
So we decided to shoot on fi lm. We 
used S4s, and I just used Kodak stock. 
Some people said, “Oh, you’re going to 
use more lights ‘cause you’re shooting 
on fi lm.” I mean, that didn’t change - it 
doesn’t change that at all. 

AC I think in the past we got so 
 used to the fi lm look, and 

not, as you say, seeing deep into 
the blacks and I think judging light 
is one thing, but judging darkness 
is far more diffi cult. I watched Blade 
Runner the other night, the director’s 
cut and the depth, contrast, texture 
and creaminess of the images was 
just beautiful…

MW Oh, masterful, just masterful.

AC Good cinematography is such 
 a powerful accomplice to the 

narrative and it intersects with all 
departments.

MW Totally, totally. You know the late 
 John Bowring said something at 

the SMPTE conference where they had 

this panel of young cinematographers, 
and the question was asked, “What 
do you want out of digital cameras?” 
And they all said “Latitude.” And John 
Bowring said, “Guys, careful what you 
wish for. Be really careful what you wish 
for.” I think we’ve wished for all of these 
things but we might have built a bit of a 
camel, you know what I mean?

AC True. Good tool in the hands 
 of experts, but… Anyway, let’s 

get back to Felony. 

MW Yeah, so the decision was made 
 to shoot fi lm, which I think 

was really wise; and also, I suppose 
we wanted it to have a timelessness. 
Matt’s very wary of Australian daylight 
exteriors, he just says they always look 
like Australia daylight exteriors, and I 
agree with him. We wanted to keep it 
quite beige, monochromatic, so I went 
back to using the old 500ASA stock 
with an 81EF, ‘cause I wanted to get 
back to that 70’s cop fi lm look, when 
mixed colour temperatures meant 
something. At night we used Tungsten 
lights and during the day we used HMIs. 
We didn’t use HMIs at night. It’s funny 
Dick, I mentored a young guy from 
fi lm school recently and I was lighting 
something and I said, “Oh, let’s go 
halfway and go 45 hundred, so we’ll 
have some daylight and mixed colour 
temp, and he said, “Why did you do 
that?” I’ve never seen that before.” And 
I said, “What do you mean… you’ve 
never seen mixed colour temperature?” 
Obviously he had not.

Felony was a 35 day shoot with mostly 
one camera and after I graded it, I went 
and saw the fi lm at the Toronto Film 
Festival. Olivier Fontenay from  EFilm 
did a really lovely job grading it, and it 
was funny because during the grade 
Matt kept wanting to make it darker, 
but Rosemary Blight (producer) who 
is always massively supportive, was 
concerned and Olivier, who loves 
grading fi lm by the way, got it to quite 
a good place and as usual did a 
superb job.  But I did watch the trailer 
and I thought, man it’s contrasty. And 
I thought that wasn’t something we 
purposely put into it, it’s just the whole 
nature of the fi lm stock. 

AC That’s right. Mark you’re 
 obviously very comfortable 

shooting fi lm, but what was the 
biggest challenge for you?
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MW  There were two things; one was
 making sure that the cop station 

didn’t look too bland, because it was 
all fl uro lit and the other thing was Matt 
didn’t want the fi lm to look over-stylised, 
because Noise was a very stylised fi lm. 
And he said to me, “Do the night stuff 
well, but I don’t want to draw attention 
to it.” There was a lot of car stuff and 
some car rigs, and I don’t know how 
some people refer to negative framing 
or whatever, but if we did a car shot, a 
bonnet rig that was looking down the 
side of the car, there was a lot of open 
frame on the side that we were driving 
away from so I would light from that 
side using a little LED battery panel, 
arm-down on a C-stand just on the 
edge of shot, so it was lighting back 
on a complimentary angle, so I wasn’t 
lighting too fl at. 

AC You know Mark, I fi nd a lot of 
 car interiors are over-lit.

MW Well it’s hard not to. But you 
 look at a fi lm like Drive, that 

Tom Siegel shot, it had some fantastic 
looking car interiors. And in that classic 
sense, I suppose that’s what we set out 
to do. Felony is basically a story about 
a good guy who does something wrong 
by accident, so should he pay penance 
for it, you know? Should he (because 
he’s a cop), be punished more than 
someone else in the same situation? 
If someone who has an accident and 
does something bad, should they pay 
more than someone who deliberately 
does something bad?

You’ve seen the trailer. There’s a thing 
that happens, an accident. And you 

revisit the accident three times, and 
each time you revisit it, you become 
aware of a little bit more information 
about what happened.

It’s was great working with actors like 
Joel Edgerton, Tom Wilkinson, Jai 
Courtney… they’re all great, but we 
also made sure that we didn’t over-
glamourise it. Tom once said, “I just 
loved the way I could see the pores in 
his skin,” and I said, “Yeah, but imagine 
what that would look like if we’d shot 
digital!”

Vittorio Storaro said a great thing, which 
I like to quote. Discussing Dune, the TV 
series he shot, they asked him, “What 
do you think about shooting television?” 
He said, “Well look, TVs are getting 
bigger and cinema screens are getting 
smaller.” And now we’re watching stuff 
on anything from an iPhone to 70 inch 

TVs, which are monstrous, and I keep 
thinking back to what John (Bowring) 
said, we’ve got to be a little bit careful 
what we wish for… there is a limit to 
sharpness, saturation, contrast etc…

AC What are the main things you 
 would consider now regarding 

movies that end up on the big screen 
and TV? 

MW Well, I still think it comes back to 
 controlling your contrast… it’s 

more important than ever. You simply 
cannot light to the viewfi nder on an 
Alexa. I still use a light meter. And on 
the last project I shot with Garry Phillips, 
we both used a meter. And I saw the 
trailer for it and it looked good. Because 
I’ve found that sometimes you think, ‘I 
can see that, it looks fi ne’, but it’s all just 
noise, you know? And people on set 
say things like, “Oh, it looks like fi lm.” I 
say, “No it doesn’t, that’s not a fi lm look, 
that’s just noise.” I don’t think the rules 
have really changed that much. I still 
think that when you push digital as far 
as some DOPs push it, it looks bloody 
weird, you know?

AC I hear you mate. I have a 70”, 
 curved Samsung TV at home, 

and cinematographers don’t have to 
go too far wrong before it starts to 
look like crap.

MW Yeah, you don’t see it when you 
 go to the cinema, but you do 

see it on the Blu-rays. When you start 
mucking around with the grade a lot, 
then watch the fi nal product on Blu-ray, 
all of a sudden you’ll see all this blocky 
shit which starts going on up in a corner 
or where you pushed something really 
hard, or tried to crush it… I’m talking 
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about when you’ve rolled a little bit 
early, so it’s “Oh, let’s grade the sky 
down later… key it down in post,” or 
whatever, and when you see it on a 
Blu-ray there’ll just be these big square 
chunks, and you’ll think, what the fuck! 
It all comes unstuck. A grade should not 
end up being about fi xing things. 

AC From your pov, what’s the 
 difference between TV or 

cinema?

MW Going back to Storaro’s quote 
 about televisions getting 

bigger.  This goes for script as well.  
I’m a massive fan of series like Bron 
(The Bridge) and House of Cards. Not 
only do they have great scripts and 
character complexity, but they look 
incredible. I am very fortunate to work 

with Producers and Directors who have 
a cinematic approach to television. For 
me the collaboration with the Director is 
the most important thing and in one-off 
television which includes mini series, the 
Producers tend to support the Directors 
vision.  This can’t always be said of long 
running shows. There is a general and 
antiquated perception in Australia that 
good television directors are the ones 
who get the most coverage and fi nish 
the day on time.

AC And blocking is what it’s all 
 about, isn’t it? For lots of 

reasons.

MW Absolutely. There was a scene in
 Felony where we blocked it and 

I lit it one way, and when I looked at it I 
thought, “Oh, I wish I lit it another way”, 

because it wasn’t very fl attering on 
Melissa George. But Matt loved it and 
said, “I’m so glad you did it like that. I 
really wanted to deconstruct her a bit, 
and make her feel a bit more real,” 

AC Yeah, some of the greatest 
 moments in cinema have been 

delivered by actors doing what I call 
their ‘Jack Nicholson thing’… you 
know, hung over, unshaven, semi-
bald, remaining hair disheveled, 
bleary eyed… they don’t care 
how they look because they are 
responding to the narrative. That 
gives cinematographers a green light 
also, doesn’t it?

MW Absolutely. 
f
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AC How long have you been focus pulling at the top 
 level Matt? 

MT My fi rst focus pulling job came on Moulin Rouge in 
 2000. I had been working on Australian and 

International features as a 2nd AC for fi ve or six years and 
started Moulin Rouge in the same capacity. A permanent 
3rd camera was added during the shoot and I jumped at the 
opportunity to step up when the position was offered to me 
by Don McAlpine. Together with the operator Marc Spicer, we 
lived on the long end of the Panavision ‘hubble’ anamorphic 
270-840mm zoom for many weeks. A great introduction into 
the world of focus pulling on high end, big budget features. 
Looking back, I think that being able to step up at that level 
and not have to ‘start again’ on lower budget productions 
was extremely benefi cial. US producers want to see US 
credits before you will even get a look in on big budget 
features. It’s as simple as that. It’s tricky to break in.... a little 
bit of the chicken and egg scenario unfortunately. There are 
many talented Australian 1st AC’s that don’t get called in for 
interviews when US productions come to town. So I was very 
grateful for the opportunity on Moulin Rouge.

AC How did you learn to focus pull? Did you have a 
 mentor?

MT I guess I fi rst started learning about focus pulling from 
 my very fi rst day on set. Maybe not the skills of focus 

pulling but defi nitely the systems of how to run and survive 
in a camera department. The most fortunate thing that ever 

happened to me in my career was meeting Leigh MacKenzie. 
I worked as a full time runner at a commercial production 
company in Melbourne where Leigh worked as a freelance 
focus puller. Still to this day he is the best focus puller I have 
ever seen. This, together with his technical knowledge, 
logistical skills and international experience made him the 
complete package. After a couple of years of him not teaching 
me anything because he considered focus pulling a ‘shit job’, 
he must have decided that I was worth a go and I spent the 
fi rst few years of my career working closely with him. I worked 
with Leigh as a 2nd AC on The Thin Red Line and Mission: 
Impossible 2, then as 1st AC on Queen of the Damned. To 
this day I still check myself against things that Leigh taught 
me. It’s the basics, the disciplines, that get you through from 
day 1 to day 100 and beyond. Mainly I learnt to not worry 
about things that don’t affect the image that’s going through 
the camera. There are plenty of distractions on a fi lm set... 
plenty of people who have plenty of down time. You don’t 
need to be friends with all of them... you’re at work, you’re in 
the camera department and you don’t have time. Concentrate 
and listen to the people who know what’s happening. Try 
to be a step ahead of other people and other departments. 
What shot is next? What equipment changes will you need to 
make? How many cameras are playing? Obviously the other 
side of it is the gear. Minimize everything as much as possible. 
Excess cases, cables, accessories etc that you are never 
going to use are just going to make life harder. Even if you 
pick up around 20kgs extra a day, by the end of the fi lm that’s 
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2000kgs you didn’t have to lift. Don’t fuss with gear once 
your prepped and on set. Don’t clean it unnecessarily, don’t 
cover it in plastic just because it’s spitting or a little dusty, 
stop touching it... your going to drive the operator/DP mad. 
If you really love the gear that much, come in early to work 
and touch it as much as you want in the truck before you 
start. Once you have the basics in place you’ll have your own 
experiences that continue to form and improve your skills. 
I have been lucky enough to work with many highly skilled 
camera crew from all over the world. I have learnt and used 
many techniques from a lot of those people. You need to work 
out what works for you and move forward with those skills. 
The industry is not the same as 20 years ago. Cameras are 
different and attitudes are different... but the basics of being a 
successful focus puller have not changed. 

AC I asked David Elmes this question - “To sharpen 
 your skills, did you ever go to a restaurant and try 

to guess how far away the beautiful blond sitting at the 
bar was?” 

MT I’m sure I’ve always noticed the gorgeous blonde, 
 but not so sure that I was trying to guess a distance...!! 

Guessing distances is something all 1st ACs do from time to 
time when they are sitting around on set waiting for something 
to happen. It’s like anything, the more you do it the better you 
get. But I do know one thing... nothing is more accurate than 
a tape measure. Focus Pullers should never be afraid to run a 
tape. Sure it can be overdone and you need to pick your time 
to make your move, but there is no shame in running a tape 

or zapping a laser around and putting down some marks. I 
can’t stand it when I hear someone say… “He’s so good, he 
never runs a tape.” That’s bullshit. When your shooting T2 
anamorphic, pushing into a actor getting paid $20 million and 
giving a performance of a lifetime in a set that’s getting pulled 
down when you wrap, your going to wish you pulled out your 
tape and got some marks. Save the guessing for when your 
trying to impress an actress on an 18mm at T.11. 

AC How long did it take before you turned up on set 
 feeling that you were a professional focus puller? 

You’d earned your stripes.

MT I like this question because I think it’s a turning point 
 in any focus pullers career. It takes many years to feel 

comfortable in any situation... maybe some don’t, ever. Things 
have defi nately changed with digital. The gear is constantly 
changing so much that there always seems like there is 
something new to learn about, especially as everything is so 
computer based now with software upgrades etc. Having said 
that, you can reach a point where you have enough runs on 
the board to feel confi dent in most situations that arise. On 
big fi lms you have the budget, plenty of pre production and a 
full crew so most situations are covered well in advance. Your 
experience comes into play more in the spur of the moment 
on the set. Things can change quickly, tempers may be on 
edge, light may be dropping... panic can set in. Or it’s a night 
shoot, the suns coming up, “we have one shot at this stunt”... 
a camera issue is the last thing anyone needs at this point. 
These are the times that a cool head and experience come 
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into play. This just comes with time I guess. You need to 
have been through these times before, seen how they were 
handled well by someone else, or learnt from mistakes that 
were made.

Also you can draw on the experience and support of the 
operator and DP. They employed you and want you there... in 
the diffi cult moments they can also help control what is going 
on. Involve them if you need too. Break a shot up, pull some 
ND... as Don McAlpine once told me, “Don’t be a hero, there 
are grave yards full of them”.

Unfortunately sometimes you’re on your own. The people who 
get it right will continue to work at that level, and the people 
who fall short will be weeded out. That’s show business.

AC Do you guys all work pretty much the same way?

MT There are many different methods and techniques that 
 focus pullers use. Some like having the same routine 

for every shot. I believe you need to have many different 
techniques for many different situations. No shot you ever 
do will be the same. You can’t get locked into a set way of 
doing something. If you do you will soon be drawing attention 
to yourself on set, and you won’t last fi ve minutes. A good 
focus puller can adapt. If a piece of polly or cutter comes in 
on take one and blocks your marks and view, give your best 
death stare to the lighting guy and then get on with it and go 
to plan B. Your boss wants it there and that’s that. Lighting 
comes before focus in their mind so get used to it. You need 
to remember that focus is only important when Directors/
Producers etc are watching dailies. Up until then, hurry up, 
don’t slow us down. Producers will just expect that you’re 
getting it right, and most of the time you probably will be. But 
you will fi nd that memories are short. You could go 50 days 
without an issue and then one soft close up in dailies and all 

of a sudden your ruining the directors movie. If your DP is 
experienced they would have seen it all before and be able 
to control most focus situations that become political. I think 
the fi rst two weeks are always the most important. If you can 
get through that unscathed, you have bought yourself some 
breathing space. It sounds odd, but the Wardrobe/Make-up 
tests are probably the most important rushes of the movie as 
a focus puller. Any issues on that day and questions will start 
to be asked. 

There are so many contributing factors that go towards a shot 
being in focus. Is the camera on its mark? Is the actor on the 
mark? Is the remote focus motor working properly? But one 
thing is for sure... if it’s soft... it’s your fault in many peoples 
eyes on set. A wide range of techniques and a willingness 
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to be fl exible is a must for a modern focus puller to be 
successful. 

AC Are there any special Matthew Toll tricks?

MT I do a few things that some others don’t. Having said 
 that most of them have been learnt from others. They 

are simple things. For example I use color to help match tape 
marks with disk marks on a Preston remote. I use red tape 
for 5, 10, 20 feet etc and then mark those distances in red 
on the Preston disk. I fi nd it’s a quicker visual reference. I can 
see the color out of the corner of my eye in situations that I 
couldn’t read the number. It sounds simple but I swear by it. 
The rest of the time I use my Disto laser measure to constantly 
grab quick references. A chair, a pole, the corner of a rug... 
anything that may help. The laser is good. It’s fast, quiet and 
you don’t need to leave the camera. Then the Cine Tape 
Measure System and a Preston Remote… both I would not 
leave home without. They are both brilliant pieces of gear that 
allow a focus puller to be quick, fl exible and accurate. Without 
all of these things you put yourself behind the eight ball from 
the start.

AC How important is your relationship with the 
 operator?

MT When it comes to focus pulling the camera operator 
 is your right hand man/woman. Put simply, if they 

don’t understand what you’re doing, then it’s going to be very 
diffi cult. To add to this, you’re probably going to spend more 
time with this person than your loved ones... so all I can say 
is, pick your operators carefully! I have been lucky enough to 
work with some of the best in this country. Most have come 
through the ranks, been 1st and 2nd ACs, and understand 
your job. Others who have not been down that path have 
learnt that they too need to understand your job. A camera 
operator can shape the blocking of a scene to help make it 
technically achievable. A great example of this for me was 
on the feature fi lm Peter Pan (2003). It was a diffi cult shoot 
technically for focus. Ten months of interior anamorphic with 
children and animals. I am proud of the work we did on that 
show and I can honestly say that it was only achievable from 
my end due to the talent and experience that the operator 

David Williamson brought to the camera. I learnt more from 
him in those ten months than I could have ever imagined. 
The way he contributed to the blocking of scenes with the 
Director, DP and cast was brilliant to watch. Taking onboard 
the director’s vision and processing it into shots that will work 
for lighting, editorial and focus. He was the bridge between 
the creative and the technical and I for one would have had 
a totally different experience without him there. Marc Spicer 
did the same on The Wolverine (2013). The way he dealt 
with the immense technical demands of the director, day 
in and day out, enabled the rest of the camera department 
to be protected, as he absorbed that pressure and then 
constructed shots that were both fulfi lling the director’s and 
DP’s requirements and also technically achievable for the 
camera move and focus. Without this kind of expertise behind 
the camera things can start to unravel pretty quickly. 

AC Have you ever had an operator make your life 
 diffi cult?

MT Operators try not to make your life diffi cult because 
 you are a team and in the long run any issues on set 

with camera refl ect on both of you. Most operators who are 
making your life diffi cult actually don’t realize that they are 
doing it. More than likely they are operators who did not come 
up through the ranks and have been put into the operating 
position without a lot of experience for whatever reason. If 
this is ever the case they are often happy to discuss what is 
going on to move forward in a direction that is working for 
everyone. Just basic things like panning to subjects that were 
not discussed without warning, or spontaneously zooming in 
to 300mm undirected to grab a bonus shot is never going to 
go down well in the back of the truck... 

AC Who’s your boss, the Director or the 
 Cinematographer?

MT The Cinematographer is obviously your boss and can 
 also easily make or break the way your day goes. It is 

obviously in their own interest for things to run smoothly in the 
camera department. The A Camera 1st AC runs the camera 
department on most shoots. The DP and the operator’s 
time is mostly spent creatively on set leaving the day to day 
running of the department up to the 1st AC. I enjoy working 
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with seasoned DPs. I fi nd that once you are crewed you have 
their trust, they liked your CV, they know you have worked 
at the top level, they understand what you do and give you 
the appropriate time and technical conditions to achieve it. 
Depth of fi eld in particular is the interesting one from our end. 
I have found that younger more inexperienced DPs will often 
shoot wide open when it is not always necessary. Combining 
this with other factors such as shooting rehearsals and hand 
held/Steadicam etc, can lead to focus issues. No matter how 
much experience an AC has, soft focus at some point will be 
unavoidable in this situation. It’s at this point that I believe it 
becomes the DP’s problem. What should we do? Put down 
some marks? No time for that. Let’s do a few rehearsals... 
no time for that... ok, I’ve got an idea… let’s pull the six and 
shoot at 2.8 or 4. Sometimes shooting at T1.4 and T2 is a 
stylistic choice and the focus puller is told to do their best and 
see what happens. The director and producers are aware of 
what’s happening and nobody’s job is on the line... for the 
moment. I personally like this situation. I recently encountered 
it on a fi lm called Adoration. We shot everything between T2 
and T2.8 on Panavision anamorphics. The DP, Christophe 
Beaucarne, told me in pre production that this was the look 
they were after and to have fun and enjoy the challenge. 
“You will still be here at the end” he said. It worked, the fi lm 
has got a “look”, it’s beautiful, and it was a good experience, 

I learnt a lot and in a good environment.You also have to 
remember that they are getting rushed and are under pressure 
as well. I remember having a discussion with Steve Windon 
one morning on the way to work. I was telling him that I was 
unhappy with some of the dailies the night before. We were 
shooting wide open, but I felt my percentages were down. I 
kind of felt like I needed to mention it because I wasn’t sure 
how he had felt about it. He smiled and said “It was a tough 
night. I wish I’d had more time to do a few things better as 
well. Don’t worry about it, you guys are doing a great job.” 
That’s when it’s a team effort. Everyone’s under pressure and 
making some mistakes... the only problem is that focus is at 
the top of the obvious list! 

AC How do you deal with actors who don’t hit their 
 marks? 

MT Working with actors is an important and interesting 
 part of a focus puller’s job. They are all different. Some 

you become friends with, some you can’t stand, some are 
technically savvy, some are hopeless, some understand the 
process, some don’t. But one thing is for sure, you need 
to get them all sharp. I’m not going to mention any names 
except one - Hugh Jackman. The guy is one of the nicest, 
most genuine human beings you could ever meet, and an 
absolute pro when it comes to fi lm making. I have been 
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fortunate enough to work with him on two or three fi lms and 
there has been many times when my focus destiny was well 
and truly in his hands, and without fail he’s there for you every 
time. He knows his face is his product, so he fi nds in his light 
and he hits his mark, and if he doesn’t, he lets you know it 
was him, and makes sure he does what he can to hit it on 
take 2. If you’re going to be on a 50 foot screen, you may as 
well look good. Pretty simple really. A lot of actors try to do 
the right thing technically. They kind of get it. We understand 
that some actors are so engrossed in their performance that 
the technical side of things suffer a bit. That’s ok. ACs will put 
in all day to try and keep them sharp. That’s what we do. As 
far as the guys who go out of their way to make it hard for you 
by not wanting any marks, not showing you any leans or hand 
positions etc... well I just guess there’s one in every crowd. 

Actors need to be respected by the camera department. In 
an ideal world we wouldn’t even be there. But if other people 
are going to see their performance, we need to be shooting 
it. You get a feel pretty early on as to what individual cast 
members will be like. Most I won’t talk to much. I actually see 
them as the opposition in a funny sort of way. I don’t want 
to let them beat me. They will do different things all the time. 
Lean a little further, walk a little faster, change the pacing of 
the dialogue. You need to read them, understand how they 
will change intensity from a rehearsal to a take. Listen to the 
direction they are being given and take that into account for 
the next take. Even from day to day... look at them, study 
them, are they hung over, tired, on drugs, angry, excited? It’s 
amazing how after 50 or 100 days working with someone 
you can read them and their body language. The best take 
will often be the one where the actor has done something 
different... spontaneous... you need to make sure that you 
are right there with them. There’s no point having takes 1-6 

perfectly sharp and a print circle around take 7 with a buzzed 
close up. 

AC How has digital impacted on your job, if at all?  

MT The fi lm/digital debate is an interesting one. I for one 
 would prefer to shoot digital over fi lm. This has nothing 

to do with the look of the show. It simply revolves around 
the fact that the on set monitoring can be used as a focus 
tool. Although I still pull focus with traditional methods, I 
have added a 17“ focus monitor to my list of on-set tools. 
Most of the time this will be used by someone else as a 
focus checking device. For example on The Wolverine I had 
our camera trainee Zac sit in front of this monitor giving me 
feedback on focus after every take for fi ve months. Even mid 
take I could look up to get thumbs up or down on a pause 
in action on a close up. I found it a great way to give instant 
feedback on focus. I also use this monitor occasionally for 
macro work or extreme close ups. With a remote focus and 
the 17” monitor these shots are easily achieved without any 
questions over focus. I have to say that leaving the set on 
wrap and knowing exactly what you’ve got focus wise with no 
surprises the following day is a change for the better as far as 
I’m concerned. As far as depth of fi eld goes, I think it is a little 
more critical on digital. Film always had a little bit of “is that 
sharp?” about it, but digital is a little more clean cut. Sharp is 
very sharp and soft is soft.

Digital has made a lot of things in the camera department 
easier, but unfortunately with this has also come a lack of 
discipline in many areas. Focus aside, assisting is easier now. 
This really became evident over the last few years on some 
hybrid shows I did. The level of concentration and expertise 
needed to assist on fi lm, I believe, is far greater than digital. 
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You are not dealing with multiple fi lm stocks, short ends, 
timing takes for run outs, hairs, scratches, the list goes on. If 
you’ve ever had a 435 fl ick to a 45 deg shutter unknowingly 
and shot half a day 2 stops under exposed, you’ll know what 
I’m talking about. That just can’t happen on digital. It gets 
picked up immediately. Also fi lters... working out what the 
stop compensation is on 5279 pulled a stop at 48fps 90 deg 
shutter with an ND6, polar and 81EF and a colour enhancer 
just seconds before the lead actor starts galloping towards 
you on a horse was always a little stressful. These days we 
just seem to throw in an ND that looks like it’s been pulled out 
of a welders mask and turn the iris open until it looks good. 
Things have certainly changed. Especially on commercials.  

AC Have you ever been sent packing from a job?

MT I have never been sacked off a fi lm for soft focus. 
 But I have been on fi lms where people have. It comes 

about due to all the situations that we have already spoken 
about. I believe that 90% off the time it is avoidable with better 
management from the DP and Producers. The rest of the 
time it’s probably just a simple case of lack of preparation and 
experience. It’s just one of those things, focus is something 
that even the tea lady at the studio can comment on. You 
could be watching dailies of a shot that is badly acted, poorly 
directed, the wardrobe is wrong and the sets and the lighting 
are rubbish... but if the focus is soft the 1st AC will be packing 

his/her bags. It’s not for the faint hearted. 

AC You’ve probably convinced any aspiring young 
 focus pullers reading this article to switch 

departments, but any further advice for the few who are 
still determined?   

MT My advice for young people who want to be focus 
 pullers is don’t rush. Learn your trade as a 2nd 

AC. Good, experienced 2nds work a lot. Most importantly, 
work with the best people you can. If you want to work on 
commercials, try to get in with guys who do them. If you 
want to work on TV, work with those guys… want to work 
on features, the same etc... We work in a very small industry 
in Australia and the people you work with are the contacts 
you will have and the circles you will move in. Once you are 
established in a certain area it can be diffi cult to make a move 
into another. You will learn something new every day at work. I 
still do. Take these things onboard and improve yourself. Work 
as much as you can. Learn a good system, make it effi cient 
and stick to it. Even more importantly, if you’re just no good at 
it, maybe think about operating, you may be better suited to 
it, and you fi nd yourself standing around on set as a 2nd AC 
watching what the DPs doing and not paying attention to the 
focus puller... your head’s not in it, maybe start shooting while 
you’re young and keen and happy to sleep in the back of your 
car... I’m sure you won’t regret it. 

Adoration.  Image supplied.
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Now, I am aware that there are copious 
amounts of GH4 reviews currently 
circulating the Internet. Everything from 
test footage, comparisons, show reels, 
articles, etc, etc. While one person 
will tell you how much they hate this 
camera, the other will say it’s the best 
thing since sliced bread. 

There is also an inherent problem 
when people are swayed by opinion & 
decisions just because they have seen 
amazing footage shot on the camera by 
someone else.  Point is, give the same 
camera to two very different users and 
you will always get entirely different 
results. Give any tool to an experienced 
or competent cinematographer or 
photographer, and they’ll turn shit into 
ice cream. Vice versa when you give a 
beautiful camera to someone with no 
idea.

Most folks who watch reviews generally 
make up their own minds anyway. 
It’s a process by elimination. What 
might work for you might not work for 

someone else. 

My philosophy & approach to reviews 
is quite simple. I don’t offer advice. All I 
do is simply share my experience with 
the product, indentify its limitations, then 
fi nd the best application for it. All I’m 
doing is offering an opinion as a guide 
to the performance and application 
of this camera, and I’m certainly not 
posturing this as a masterclass. For the 
record, Panasonic does not pay me. 

As I said, how and what you shoot, 
along with the fi nal delivery of content 
is artistic license & subjective. My 
experience and information shared here 
is  based on how the camera performs 
in various scenarios. If you have never 
held or used the GH4 and you are still 
contemplating buying one, then this 
report should help you ascertain if it is 
suited for your style of work.

FORM FACTOR:

Right out of the box, the GH4 wreaks 
of quality for its price point. While the 

camera form factor varies slightly from 
its predecessors such as the GH2 & 
GH3, it still has a nice weight & feel to it. 

The YAGH interface was a surprise. 
The unit takes up a lot of real estate. 
Upon a quick inspection based on what 
its meant to do, the hardware design 
seems a little overkill. More on it later 
and back to the camera body.

Though smaller than the Canons that 
some may have become accustomed 
to, the GH4 sports an ergonomically 
sleek design conducive to handling. 
Just because there are small mirror-less 
DSLR cameras on the market, doesn’t 
mean they all feel good in the palm of 
your hand. After shooting with the GH4 
for a few weeks, holding anything else 
now feels like a brick.

The current banter in the industry 
seems to imply that while DSLRs are 
still alive and well in the photographic 
portion of the market, some say we 
have moved on from the form factor for 
motion capture & video. 

Is the DSLR dead? Well, judging by the 
resurgence of small mirror-less compact 
cameras, it’s unlikely. 

If you are not too concerned about 
trying to woo, your client with a bulky 
camera package, but still deliver great 
images, then the GH4 packs quite a 
punch. 

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
& GRAPHICAL USER 
INTERFACE:

Ok, so right off the bat this camera has 
all the common functions DSLR users 
are used to. 

The question is, are you able to easily 
access key & important functions such 
as white balance, ISO, aperture & 
shutter speed? 

Absolutely!

Along with the standard front & rear 
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dials, central control dials, there are also 
programmable & assignable buttons 
that enables functions like peaking, 
zebras, pixel to pixel zoom, picture 
profi les,  and live view to monitor just to 
name a few.

The GUI is pretty straightforward, with 
main tabs and sub menus that can 
easily navigate to options for desired 
shooting preferences. Like most camera 
interfaces, it does require a bit of getting 
used to. Saying all that, the GH4’s GUI 
is not as convoluted as some of its 
competitors and I found it extremely 
straightforward.

RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX:

It’s common nowadays to ignore the 
dreaded manual and start shooting. 
Personally, I feel the sign of a good 
product is based on how intuitive & 
user friendly it is to start with. Unless 
you want to delve into the additional 
nuances of a camera, the most 
common assets you generally look 
for in any camera are basic exposure 
controls, frame rates, shutter speeds, 
picture profi les, and resolution. It’s the 
analogy of mental & muscle memory 
when driving a car. You reach for the 
things that make it work.

I received the camera in the afternoon, 
and after a 5 minute time frame of 
familiarizing myself with the camera’s 
basic functions, I was exposing & 
shooting at different frame rates & 
resolutions. 

Most video enthusiasts or consumers 
generally want to know how easy and 
quickly it takes to grasp the functionality 
and usability of any camera. Point is, I 
was ‘pointing & shooting’ just as quickly 
as I got it out of the box. 

Its been a while since I’ve shot anything 
with a camera of this size, so I took 
it with me on an impulse trip to the 
hardware store later that evening for 
supplies. While the better half was busy 
shopping (ironically), I was distracted by 
how this camera was handling general 
& how it responded to low light.

SHOOTING 
“ENHANCEMENTS”

Fast forward a few hours and I 
discovered why the GH4 is so easy 
and conducive to shooting. As I 

stated before, I’m sharing information 
I found helpful to me. While not all 
the parameters, here are a few worth 
mentioning.

One notable and convenient default 
function is the manual focus assist 
when using a Lumix or compatible lens. 

One side note, the 12-35mm and 35-
100mm zooms are actually very nice 
lenses. I own both and use them also 
on other Micro Four Thirds compatible 
cameras.

Reaching for focus on these lenses 
automatically activates a pixel-to-pixel 
zoom on your monitor, which punches 
into your image without having to press 
any buttons. Depending on a shooters 
preference, this is a rather neat feature, 
especially when you need to check 
critical focus quickly. This option can be 
disabled in the menu if desired. 

Another helpful function is the histogram 
color indicator that swaps between 
a yellow color which indicates you’re 
either under or over exposed, then 
turns white when the histogram has 
suggested correct exposure. Nice.

Having a built in electronic viewfi nder 
in a camera this size is nothing short of 
convenient and practical. Say goodbye 
to those big and bulky loops. There are 
options in camera that allow you to turn 
the eye sensor on or off. I prefer to leave 
it off and utilize the assigned function 
button 5 to switch between the LCD 
monitor and Live View Finder.

As simple as it may seem, the 
articulating screen is extremely handy 
for shooting in tight & confi ned spaces. 
Of all the cameras I own that don’t 
feature this, the ability to monitor 
from multiple angles adds value to its 
ergonomics. 

One element left out which I found was 
hardly mentioned on many reviews on 
the camera is the Panasonic Image 
App. Almost all camera parameters 
and functions are now accessible from 
your tablet or smart phone. Monitoring 
on the app is also low latency, and 
you can easily hand a smart device 
to a director to view while you’re 
shooting simultaneously. This type 
of app technology also means you 
are eliminating cables or the need 
to touch the camera, say if you are 

shooting multiple exposures for HDR 
photography.

SHOOTING MODES, 
PERFORMANCE & IMAGE 
QUALITY :

To cover all additional shooting modes 
like stills, stop motion and time lapse 
would require a separate article 
altogether. So I guess the main focus 
for us here is video and motion capture, 
which I’ll dive straight into.

Right now, 4k acquisitions are all 
the rage, and a feature everyone is 
endlessly talking about.  The GH4 is 
perhaps the only compact camera, 
unique in the market that allows you 
to record 4k internally. There are two 
aspect fl avors. In the Record quality 
option in the menu section, you can 
choose between 4096 x 2160 and 3840 
x 2160. 

This is also dependent on what system 
frequency you select. Like many of 
us here in Australia, a PAL system 
frequency is preferable, but if you really 
must shoot true 4096 x 2160, fl ip the 
frequency preset over to Cinema 24.Hz, 
adjust your shutter accordingly and fi re 
away. 

Keep in mind that shooting in 4k also 
means that your fi eld of view is cropped. 
So two points to remember, shooting 
in 1920 x 1080 will yield a wider fi eld of 
view as opposed to the narrower fi eld 
of view in 4K, due to the camera’s 1:1 
native sampling of the sensor. Inherent 
problems like aliasing and moiré is more 
prevalent when shooting in HD.

For anyone who has never shot 
4k before, these fi les are super 
manageable due to the compressed 
codec, so you won’t need a high spec 
computer to cut & edit.  

As for the fi eld of view reference to full 
frame, shooting HD on the GH4’s micro 
four thirds sensor will be a 2x crop, 
while 4k is at 2.3x crop. So keep this in 
mind when choosing lenses. 

The slow motion option on this camera 
is surprisingly good. Enabling variable 
frame rates or VFR in the cameras 
setting will get you 96 fps. Why 
Panasonic couldn’t round it off to 100 
fps is a curious one. Regardless, the 
plus here is that you get a decent 1920 
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x 1080 image size, and you can also 
playback slow motion in camera. From 
simple test, I’ve found the footage 
sharper than the Sony A7s at 120 fps. 

On the topic of sharpness, the 
argument opens a debatable ‘can of 
worms’. This perception is also about 
contrast and these characteristics can 
easily play into our impression of what 
constitutes a ‘video look’.

I’ve read select reviews where notable 
types have stated that they simply 
cannot get a decent image out of the 
camera in post. Some say it’s the digital 
harshness in the image quality.

In a recent discussion I had with Ben 
Allen ACS, he observed that many 
people assume that resolution and 
sharpness go together, but it just isn’t 
always the case! 

Sharpness & detail algorithms vary from 
camera to camera, and manufacturers. 
All digital cameras have some degree of 
artifi cial sharpening in them and that the 
default settings and true zero settings 
both vary substantially. 

The camera’s Cinema D & V picture 
profi les is an attempt to achieve that 
desired fl at look to increase it’s dynamic 
range, and eventually create a more 
fi lmic look in post through grading. 

So is it possible that the GH4 maintains 
a level of digital sharpening even after 
you have manually taken out sharps in 
the picture style settings? 

In light of Ben’s recent camera test 
featuring another brand of digital 
cameras, in-camera detail settings were 
wound down as far as -7 to -30, yet the 
image still retained an incredible amount 
of detail.

Respectfully, tweaking parameters 
internally to squeeze more dynamic 
range out of a compressed codec at 
420 8-bit color space is like driving a 
car without your tail lights working. Ben 
also states that unless you know exactly 
what you are doing, don’t “optimize” or 
settle on master pedestal & luminance 
levels or gamma curves until you’ve 
done extensive testing.

Where this camera works best I feel 
is shooting using any of the Cine or 
preset profi les to deliver a fi nal product 
that will require minimal color passes or 

correction. I don’t think the GH4 was 
manufactured to mimic or record LOG 
algorithms for heavy duty grading.

THE YAGH INTERFACE 
UNIT:

As I mentioned before, how a purchase 
like this may benefi t you is subjective. 
So, whether you’ll need the YAGH will 
depend upon what you plan to do with 
a GH4.

The interface unit offers plenty of inputs 
& outputs. 

HDMI, XLR audio inputs, a timecode 
input, a 4-Pin XLR 12-volt power input, 
an audio level indicator, and 3G-SDI 
output. 

AUDIO OPTIONS:

The audio section is well laid out 
& very clear, with both channels 
sporting switchable Line, Mic & 48 volt 
phantom power options. 

Both audio channels can stay in stereo, 
but can also be summed to mono if you 
choose. There are also large audio level 
indicators, which are great for visual 
monitoring.

The audio input trim pots feature a clear 
plastic type cover, which will prevent 
you from accidentally changing your 
gain levels during handling. The trim 
adjustments are also illustrated with 
large white arrows, but without gain or 
decibel markings in full scale; it may 

be a little counter intuitive. It would be 
handy to see if your levels are averaging 
or peaking at -12 or -6 dbfs for 
example. Regardless, I don’t think this 
omission will hinder you from achieving 
good gain structure. Just make sure 
you monitor levels. 

VIDEO I/O:

I suspect this interface unit may have 
been designed primarily for professional 
broadcast scenarios, and jammed 
packed into a smaller form factor. 

On the video side of inputs and outputs, 
we have a ton of them. 

First we have a regular sized HDMI port, 
as opposed to the micro size on the 
camera. Other than it being obviously 
more robust, you can send signals 
to external devices such as wireless 
transmitters or monitors.

You also have 5 BNC connectors 
comprising of 1 timecode input, 2 x 3G 
SDI and 2 x HD SDI outputs. These 
multiple connectors will allow you to 
record quad link SDI 4 k video at 422 10 
bit, dual Link at 422 10 bit for 1080p up 
to 60 fps and 4 simultaneous streams 
of 1080p up to 30fps, which you can 
connect to multiple devices such as 
external recorders, directors monitors, 
electronic viewfi nders, etc, etc.

Now despite the clunky nature of this 
unit, the interface eliminates the need 
to purchase an external audio device or 
any other device to output 422 10 bit. 



Yes, while it’s large, it does conform to 
the camera, which in my opinion is way 
better than having external gear hanging 
off your rig. To me, this means carrying 
less & worrying about less. 

The unit is powered DC in via a XLR 
connector using a switching power 
supply, which also sends additional 
power to the camera. It does require 
mains power for this unit to work, 
but this isn’t a deal breaker for me. 
However, if you do decide to use 
the unit without tethered power, you 
won’t be able to access the battery 
easily. One-way around this is to rig 
up a portable power solution with the 
interface. 

You could possibly class the YAGH as a 
‘broadcast’ adapter. The way I see this 
unit working is for people who want an 
option for creating web TV or episodic 
programs on a budget. This unit is ideal 
in a studio setting, and will probably 
shine in more elaborate multi-cam set 
ups.

TRANSFORMING THE 
CAMERA:

Frankly, there isn’t much you need to 
add to the camera to make it work well 
in any shooting scenario. However, 
there are few examples I’d like to share 
that may give this camera a slight edge 
and perhaps complete the package.  
Well, that is subjective too. It really 
depends on shoot requirements.

I must confess, I’m leaning towards 
smaller camera packages these days. 
Hence if I can get away with something 
smaller but still deliver high-resolution 
images for clients, I will carry minimal 
gear. Whether this is now a more 
common sentiment will truly depend on 

the job of course, but having spoken to 
a few prolifi c cinematographers recently, 
they are seem to express the same 
view.

In this example, I have rigged the 
camera in a Viewfactor GH4 cage and 
Multi-Force 15mm clamp mounted 
on top of it. This accommodates a 
Letus MCS rosette adjustable handle, 
which allows you to achieve low angle 
hand held shots with the help of the 
articulating screen.

The Viewfactor cage is by far the best 
suited to the GH4. It hugs the camera 
and still keeps the form factor rather 
compact, while providing additional 
protection. The Multi-Force clamp is 
an amazing piece of engineering, small 
enough to accommodate 15mm rods 
that will not budge.  

By using additional plates at the bottom 
of the cage, I can also transform the 
camera into a complete studio 15mm 
rail support system.

For lenses, I swap between two 
adapters. To accommodate PL lenses, 
I use a Letus Micro Four Thirds to PL 
adapter. This is one of the few, if not, 
the only one that has a back focus 
adjustment. 

While not recommended, I also use the 
Metabones BMPCC Speedbooster to 
adapt manual Zeiss lenses to increase 
the fi eld of view & a stop of light when 
shooting in the 4K-crop mode. 

Additionally, the camera also allows 
you to record 10 bit 4:2:2 1080p via 
HDMI, and would pair very nicely with 
an Atomos Ninja Blade recorder if you 
want a ProRes codec, not forgetting the 
Atomos Shogun 4K recorder that’s soon 
to be released.

How you rig your camera is completely 
dependent on application. As I said, it 
has to serve a purpose. 

THE OBLIGATORY 
COMPARISON:

Camera comparisons can be inherently 
fl awed, and in most cases, a little unfair. 
Case in point, one should not compare 
full frame to micro four-thirds cameras. 
Both sensor types have unique traits 
and characteristics. It’s the classic 
case of comparing apples to oranges. 
Perhaps the concept of ‘comparisons’ 

should be replaced by the words, 
‘points of reference’. 

And, maybe comparisons occur more 
frequently now due to how cheap 
cameras in this class have become. The 
GH4 is one of two cameras currently 
creating a buzz for good reason. It’s 
the lesser expensive and packed 
with impressive features. And while 
it’s certainly not perfect, the camera 
addresses a lot gaps in the DSLR form 
factor. 

There also seems to be an unhealthy 
expectation from buyers of these 
cameras to ‘do it all’. By the same 
token, manufacturers can no longer 
defend the inadequacies of a product 
by saying it’s meant for the pro-sumer 
market. So by jam packing these 
cameras with professional features 
that deliver high quality images, 
professionals start buying these units, 
the market is then stimulated and we 
get a whole lot of complaining about 
what it can’t do.

Horses for courses. If you want 
something sexy, go mortgage your 
house, buy an Alexa & stop whining. 
Otherwise, if this all you can afford, 
fi nd its strengths and work within its 
limitations.

CONCLUSION:

I was a bit of a skeptic before I actually 
laid my hands on the GH4. All the 
facets of a large sensor or low light 
capabilities lured me to believe that a 
camera is great only if it has those two 
advantages.

Yes, the camera suffers in low light. So, 
learn to light your scene well, and select 
faster lenses to compensate. There 
is a real danger of users potentially 
becoming lazy with light sensitive 
cameras.

No, you won’t get the shallow depth of 
fi eld like that of a full frame sensor. So, 
move or alter the position & distance 
of your subject relative to foreground 
and background. Use a telephoto focal 
length if you need to create more depth 
& fall off. 

None of these two issues bother me. 
Hopefully this is something Panasonic 
can consider improving down the track. 
Other than that, it offers features that 
I fi nd remarkably suited for product 
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shoots, music videos, and factual or 
documentary work. 

The camera’s battery life is outstanding. 
For a small compact camera, this adds 
another tick in the box for me. Remote 
location shooting is now less stressful 
knowing that battery life is not depleting 
like a burst water main.

The GH4 outputs 10 bit, and that 
makes a world of a difference for me. 
Many will argue that it’s no longer about 
numbers. I couldn’t agree more. As I 
said, the results are dependent on the 
person behind the camera. However, 
there’s no denying if 10 bit is going to 
give me 1024 levels of grey in 10 bit 
as opposed to 256 in 8 bit, I would be 
going for the fi rst option in post. 

Despite the camera’s perceived 
limitations, I like it a lot, and enough 
for me to get two of these cameras to 
complete a shooting package. Then 
again, I like two of everything. As for the 
YAGH interface module? Frankly? I’m 
still not convinced. Time will tell.

Is this camera for you? Well, I suggest 
you go try one out before knocking it 
like I did before I physically used one.  
You’ll be pleasantly surprised.

PROS:

• Eye viewfi nder means you don’t need 
an additional loupe when shooting 
under bright conditions

• WIFI app allows you to view our 
camera in remote mode, while still 
being able to change parameters. 
Incredibly well implemented. 
Impressive.

• Histogram uses a color indicator that 
tells you if you are exposing an image 
correctly or not

• Terrifi c camera for factual and 
documentary work.

• Battery life is amazing.

• Shutter button can trigger video 
recording & quick function buttons well 
laid out and easily accessible across 
camera.

• Internal 4K.

• Manual white balancing off white/grey 
cards for camera is easier than Sony 
A7s

• Proper over-cranking in camera. Shots 
can be played back in real-time slow 
motion.

• Time code lock with the YAGH 
adapter

CONS:

• Sensor not conducive to low light or 
shallow depth of fi eld.

• Noisy images but all relative when you 
consider most ENG cams use smaller 
sensors, which are all inherently 
noisier.

• OLED EVF not as good as the A7s.

• Positioning of HDMI port.

• Micro HDMI connection.

• No frame markers or overlays for 
different aspect ratios. 



AC Stefan, how does a bush boy like you, coming from 
 a small Victorian town of 5000 people, end up on a 

set in Sydney shooting with a superstar like Beyoncé?

SD I guess it’s from a love of visual storytelling for as long 
 as I can remember. I grew up reading comic books 

and always wanted to be a writer and artist of comics, and 
so I was always obsessed with composition, colour, line, and 
then later, light. It took me a lot longer to understand light. I 
did toy with fi lm in high school… I made a half hour mafi a epic 
when I was sixteen, using a lot of Italian friends in Cobram, 
but it wasn’t until university - I did media arts at RMIT in 
Melbourne - that I really started to become more interested 
in photography and image-making that wasn’t painting or 
illustration.

AC So how did you get the Beyoncé gig?

SD I’m really passionate about music videos… I think I’ve 
 done maybe 50 music videos and I also have a great 

love of fashion as well, so I feel like it was a perfect storm of 
music videos and fashion work in my folio got me on that list 
of DPs being considered for that, and I’d done a few jobs with 
the local line producer, Adrian Shapiro. 

Beyoncé was on tour, so in the middle of massive two or three 
hour shows, she’d be doing like twelve hour days with us, 
so she was a work horse, she was such a hard worker. And, 
yeah, basically Adrian put me forward to the director, Pierre 
Debusschere, and somehow after many phone calls with 
Pierre, he let me come on to shoot it. I couldn’t believe my luck.

AC They’re exceptionally beautiful. Tell me about the 
 sequences you shot on the beach with the dancers, 

and how you acquired that fabulous dark, contrasty look 
on the cliff in the background. 

SD Well initially that was all meant to be a day-for-night 
 look, and so I was really careful in choosing rock faces 

that were backlit or scheduled to have no direct light on them 
whatsoever, and then we shaped the rest of that light with 
blacks, basically because I had my back to the ocean, with a 
swell smashing dangerously over us. We had a Phantom there 
and it was quite precarious as we had some big swell behind 
us, so I didn’t have the facility to bring any lighting down. We 
used black silk above all the dancers, and blacks to create 
the day-for-night feel. I didn’t want to go with a typical soft 
gridcloth look. I wanted to keep that light quite hard coming 
through on the dancers still, like a moonlight, so my gaffer 
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Matt Hoile offered up the black silk, which I’ve used a couple 

of times before, and it was perfect. It looked amazing. It 

looked so night like, underneath there.

AC Did you put anything back in on their faces? 

SD No, we basically just left a hole in the blacks to the left 
 of the camera so it would shape them from that side. 

It was quite a bright day, so I just needed to leave that soft, 

ambient sidelight from the sky.

AC It leads me to an interesting point. A lot of people 
 may see the advent of the new digital technology 

as a means by which they can acquire exceptional 

images with no lighting. But you’ve just given me a list of 

equipment, i.e. blacks, silks, frames, high boys, stands, 

sand bags (by the ton, given the conditions), that would 

require a crew of half a dozen at least to keep everything 

safe and under control. 

SD Yeah, defi nitely. It was highly controlled, even without 
 using lights. Highly stylised, high fashion looking 

imagery. I feel like it needed a lot of attention, every frame.

AC You mentioned also, you started as an attachment 
 to Greig Fraser. And you’re also good mates with 

Adam Arkapaw. Now, that’s pretty impressive company. I 
don’t know a lot of young DOPs who wouldn’t give their 
left arm to be connected with those two guys. How did 
that come about? What’s your connection there?

SD Well, I should probably correct you. My start was 
 actually through Andrew Lesnie.

AC Oh, sorry, well now you’re just name dropping.

SD Do you want me to tell you the Andrew story?

AC Yes, absolutely. Please do. 

SD Okay, cool. So towards the end of university, my third 
 year of uni in 2002, I was working at the George 

Cinema in St Kilda and I worked as an usher there, and also 
the candy bar and box offi ce. One day Andrew Lesnie came 
in to see a movie, and I recognised him, I think ‘cause I was a 
big Lord of the Rings fan and I’d seen him on the making of’s 
and at the time I was interested in fi lm, but it wasn’t where I 
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was headed - and I recognised him and got to talking to him 
a little bit and he went in to see the movie, and while he was 
in the movie I thought, wow, I wonder what he’s in Melbourne 
for. And so I ran out of work on my fi ve-minute break and 
got on IMDB at the local internet cafe and looked him up 
and saw that he was shooting a feature in Melbourne called 
Love’s Brother. And so when he came out of the fi lm I was 
waiting at the door saying thanks to everyone as they came 
out, as if that’s something I usually do, just so I could spark 
up a conversation with Andrew. And we ended up talking for 
maybe 15 minutes outside the cinema, and he was telling me 
all about Lord of the Rings and just some of the ways he used 
the gear on that, and a lot of it was over my head at the time, 
but you know, he was drawing me diagrams on the back of 
cinema tickets and was just so generous with information; 
I was blown away. And towards the end of that talk I said, 
“Oh, you know, I’ve never been on a set before. Would it be 
possible if I could just come on one day just to watch you 
work on Love’s Brother? And he was like, “Yeah, no worries,” 
and he just scribbles the production manager’s phone number 
down and a couple of days later, I’m on set with him, Tov 
Belling and Katie Milwright, watching them all work and asking 
them all questions. And I just kept asking every day, can I 
come again, can I come again? And I ended up staying on 
for the next two weeks, which was the rest of their shoot, 
just helping them, being an unoffi cial attachment really, and 
lugging stuff around and making coffee and - and then at the 
end of that, I thought, I’ve just got to put myself out there 
again. I’ll never forgive myself if I don’t ask, so I asked Andrew 
whether I could do it in an offi cial capacity when he went and 
did pick-ups on Lord of the Rings: Return of the King, and he 
was like, “Yeah, maybe,” because, you know, they’re quite 
protective of New Zealand crew over there, so I thought, that’s 
cool, I just needed to ask anyway. Months go by, I was in my 
fi rst year out of uni, you know, soul searching, what the hell 
am I going to do with my life? Don’t hear back from Andrew, 

so I book a trip to Europe to go backpacking and, you know, 
discover myself and all that. Then as soon as I book the ticket, 
Andrew calls, and he’s like can you be in New Zealand on the 
weekend, kind of thing. And so I just drop everything, quit 
my job at the cinema and just go straight to New Zealand as 
an attachment for a few weeks on Return of the King, which 
just blew my mind open, and basically inspired me to be in 
the industry. And between Andrew and the other DPs there, 
who were just incredibly generous with their information, I 
learnt so much on that. I was very green, but it was great, 
‘cause I didn’t have to load fi lm… I was just observing and 
asking questions a lot, studying everything and - and so yeah, 
Andrew was amazing. Just by that little bit of generosity and 
time that he gave me, he changed my life. 

AC I know a lot of older ACS members do realise just 
 how valuable their knowledge is when it’s passed 

on to younger, aspiring DOPs and I think it puts the 
ACS right at the forefront in terms of the future of 
cinematography. Now let’s swing to Greig Fraser. I like 
Greig’s work a lot… he’s a gun cinematographer, at the 
beginning of a big career.

SD Well after Lord of the Rings, I came back and didn’t 
 know what to do. I worked a few different jobs as a 

graphic designer, photographer, storyboard artist, and then 
while doing all that stuff, my sister mentioned that she knew 
a cinematographer, Greig Fraser, who she used to work with 
at university where she was studying advertising and Greig 
was studying photography. So she put me in touch with 
Greig, who at the time was making amazing commercial 
work, and Greig had me on a whole bunch of jobs over a 
couple of years, just as an attachment or loader, second AC 
when I could, and was incredibly kind and gracious with his 
information, like Andrew. And it was funny, a lot of DPs who 
I felt were just so creative and at the top of their game don’t 
feel threatened by sharing that information, and it’s something 
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I’ve always held on to. Never be guarded about that stuff, 
because the people who helped me at the start were just… 
well, there was no pretension about that. And I’ve been a 
great admirer of Greig’s work since then. And to add another 
name to the list, I met Adam Arkapaw through another 
cinematographer friend, Ari Wegner. Adam and Ari were both 
studying at VCA in Melbourne at the same time. I ended up 
focus pulling for Ari and for Adam on a bunch of stuff. I was 
just trying to assist cinematographers who I admired. 

AC Can you explain Adam’s innate ability to interpret 
 the mood of a fi lm through his body and his camera 

movement, as well as his lighting? His hand held work is 
exceptional.

SD He was quite instinctual about lens and camera 
 movement and very naturalistic with lighting. He would 

absolutely control it, but it was very naturalistic, like his use 
of blacks was really great, his use of bounce light was really 
great, and it just felt very comfortable and relaxed on set 
with him. But yeah, like you said, he’s a fantastic hand-held 
operator; his operating is quite graceful and he has great 
freedom of movement. 

AC You’ve been helped and inspired by three of the 
 best in the business, but you’re where you are now 

because you took the initiative, you seized the moment. 
So might I suggest to all aspiring DPs, doorstop an ACS 
member. It’s highly unlikely they’ll tell you to piss off! 
Camp on a doorstep or three, someone will eventually let 
you in.

SD Yeah, that was my philosophy as well. I never wanted 
 to have any regrets. I always think there’s no harm in 

asking. You never know where it will take you.

AC Back to the Beyoncé videos. Where did they do the 
 grading?

SD It was in New York. I’m not sure of the facility, but all 
 post-work was done in New York, which is where that 

producer and director is based.

AC Okay. And were you happy with the end result?

SD Mostly, though I thought they over-graded some of it… 
 they lifted her skin tone and blew it out a little bit more 

than I would have, ‘cause I used a subtle amount of fi ltration.

AC What did you use on the lens?

SD I think I used like a quarter Glimmerglass, which is quite 
 subtle and just cleans up skin a little bit. But then they 

went to town on it, I think with air brushing and the like; but 

generally I’m really happy with the grade, like everything else 

was spot on as we talked about, but who knows where a lot 

of these other requests come from.

AC Yeah. I have to admit that she does look more than 
 perfect. She sort of peaked at around 120% there 

from time to time in terms of the perfect skin department. 

What do you think it takes away? 
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SD I think taste. It takes away a bit of taste. Especially 
 when I hit such a precise exposure and fi ltration on 

the lens, which I judged was natural enough and beautiful 
enough and then someone else comes on at the end and 
disagrees with that decision. So it does take away a sense 
of authorship. But as far as I know there might have been 15 
people in an online session like that, and when the discussion 
of skin quality came up, who knows how much say I would 
have had had I been there. On a job like that you get so many 
vested interests.

AC Let’s go back to your last release fi lm, Galore. It 
 seemed to be once again very naturalistic, but 

more in a lit kind of way. 

SD I think the director Rhys Graham and I were trying 
 to put Galore in the middle of two worlds, which 

was naturalism and being stylised. We have a great love of 
naturalistic fi lmmaking, but we were also referencing a lot of 
photographers whose work is a bit more stylised. We also 
referenced a lot of teenage photographers who document 
their lives on blogs.

AC And you used colours too, didn’t you? It was a 
 more saturated look.

SD Yeah, yeah. Well, we went into it knowing that there’s 
 a lot of Australian work out there that’s quite 

desaturated and we didn’t want to shy away from colour. 
And I think with the proliferation of digital, a lot of people have 
forgotten how colourful fi lm is. And on a lot of recces I take 
fi lm stills just to remind myself what fi lm saturation looks like. 

AC You do all your location stills with a fi lm camera?

SD Yeah, I do both. I sometimes take three cameras, like 
 a 5D, a 35mm Canon and a Contax medium format, 

and on some location scouts I take a lot of stills and try and 
be inspired by the look of different fi lm stocks and then maybe 
try and grade my digital stills and Alexa work to look like 
that, purely because I think digital starts you off in such a fl at 
space, that it makes you quite unambitious regarding where 
you might take it. I think a lot of people, you know, directors, 
DPs and some colourists have maybe forgotten how colourful 
and contrasty fi lm is.

AC Interesting point.

SD Well, of course you can take digital anywhere you want, 
 but I just feel people have forgotten - by starting with 

such a fl at image. 

AC And what was your most diffi cult Challenge? 

SD Probably the biggest challenge for me was to stay fi t 
 enough to hand-hold an Alexa Studio with anamorphics 

every day for fi ve weeks, ‘cause it’s probably one of the 
heaviest camera packages around, and so I spent a lot of 
time running, doing push-ups in pre and then all through the 
fi lm I was just trying to stay really fi t and healthy. One of the 
best pieces of advice Greig gave me before I started my fi rst 
feature when I asked him what was the difference between 
short form and long form and what did I need to worry about? 
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And he said, “You’ve got to sleep and eat well.” You know, 
and it’s made such a difference, that advice, because I fi nd, 
like everyone, when you get tired you’re just less creative, so I 
wanted to be super fi t and healthy going into that fi lm… I never 
wanted to feel that Rhys couldn’t do an eight-minute hand held 
take if he wanted to. I just wanted to be completely present 
and able all the time. Yeah, and to be able to do great lighting 
and come up with creative ideas for coverage as well. I never 
wanted to be like, “Oh my God, I’m so tired I can’t think.” 

AC Yeah, it’s an often neglected aspect of the fi lm 
 making process and I tell as many people who are 

prepared to listen, “One of the most important things you 
can do is take care of yourself” and I know that because 
our generation didn’t. You know, there wasn’t enough beer 
manufactured in the world for us to drink after a hard days 
shoot, it was just ridiculous… but fun. And then I’d go 
home and stay awake all night trying to sort out what I had 
to do the next day. But once you get tired on a big shoot, 
you don’t ever stop being tired. You end up operating on 
adrenalin only, and eventually you’re going to get sick. You 
have to pay the ferryman. Adrenalin’s not free. 

Moving on… do you think you might want to direct 
sometime in the future? 

SD Yeah, a part of me hungers for that. And I feel like in 
 some ways a failed storyteller, ‘cause I locked that 

comic book writer/artist part of me away, and I moved purely 
into the visual storytelling world and not the creation, like the 
birth of an idea. I long for that sometimes. I hope I can just do 
the odd personal project every now and then that satiates that 
hunger, but I don’t crave it every day.

AC I want to talk to you about the current list of very 
 high quality fi lms and TV programs that are being 

shot on 35mm fi lm. What’s your opinion about that?

SD I love it and really miss it… I hope it never goes away 
 and I love that Adam (Arkapaw) shot True Detective on 

35mm, Breaking Bad’s on 35mm, you know, the latest Hunger 
Games and Spiderman fi lms are on 35mm. And all the new 
Star Wars fi lms that are about to come out over the next four 
years are going to be all fi lm. Like it feels like some of the most 
amazing fi lmmakers of today are all still shooting fi lm. So it 
feels like it’s being phased out purely for economic reasons, 
which is a shame. I just hope it stays around as an option for 
us forever. I hate the debate between fi lm and digital, ‘cause I 
just feel like it shouldn’t be a debate. I just feel like there should 
be different brushes in our toolbox that we can draw upon. 

AC Yeah, I agree. A hundred per cent. 

SD And it shouldn’t be a debate about quality or one’s 
 better than the other. They’re just different and, you 

know, maybe something I shoot next week is perfect for 
16mm, the week after that another job’s perfect for RED 
DRAGON 6k - it’s a shame that that choice is slowly being 
taken away from us.

AC Some wise old DOP said to me about four or fi ve 
 magazines ago that it was a tragedy that just as 

we’re getting rid of fi lm, it’s the best it’s ever been.

SD Yeah, exactly.

AC There is another reason why some of these big 
 fi lm production companies will be wanting to use 

fi lm, and that is the storage. We still can’t store digital 
archivally and guarantee that it’ll be around for the long 
term. I believe the only way we can store digital now 
and guarantee that it has longevity is to transfer it onto 
archival black and white negative fi lm, but then if you 
want to get back to the original raw image, it’s a terribly 
expensive process to go backwards from that black and 
white neg? So the companies that are still shooting fi lm 
might also be thinking corporately, thinking about their 
archives… for the future.

SD The last fi lm job I did was on 16mm and it was one of 
 the last jobs to be dropped off at Deluxe in Sydney 

before they shut down. It was Mia Wasikowska’s short fi lm 
for The Turning, Long Clear View, and the cast and crew had 
such a great time shooting fi lm ‘cause it was so effi cient. 
There was so much less gear around. And it almost felt like 
it made the schedule more effi cient because we didn’t have 
unlimited storage or data to put through the gate, you know… 
we rehearsed, rehearsed, and then shot it four times and 
moved on. And it was a joy. And the camera that we had, the 
ARRI 416 and ARRI Ultra 16s were just in mint condition, from 
Panavision, like barely been touched, so it was just heart-
breaking as we dropped off the stock and I thought, “Oh no, 
when are we going to do that again?”

AC Do you still use a light meter when you shoot 
 digital?

SD Yep, all the time. 

AC A lot of DPs don’t these days, so why do you 
 choose to do that? 

SD On a fi lm I did earlier in the year, Backtrack, I used it 
 constantly ‘cause a lot of that fi lm was dark and I just 

wanted to ensure that I never underexposed too far, ‘cause 
I feel like your eyes can attune to the dark easily, and before 
you know it you’re underexposing it four stops instead of three 
or two where you wanted it, ‘cause you’re lighting by eye, 
whereas a light meter kept me honest. You know, if I decided 
that the whole scene was two stops under, then the key light 
was always two stops under. And watching it in the edit later, 
you could see it all cut together so well, whereas shooting 
for weeks in the dark, I don’t know, I just didn’t trust my 
eyes… I’d been in situations before, without a meter, where 
I’d probably underexposed too far ‘cause I was exposing to 
a bright monitor in a dark room, and when I looked at that 
picture in the light of day, it was “Oh, I’ve gone too far.”

AC That happens when you’re grading also, doesn’t it? 
 You’re grading for fi ve or six hours at a time, by the 

end of the fourth hour, or whatever, you’ve lost it. At least 
with a meter and with that contrast ratio locked in, you 
know basically that it’s going to be consistent all the way 
through the shoot.

SD Yeah. A lot of people light off monitors, which is cool 
 - I do that too - but if you’re doing a lot of the shoot 

hand-held or off Steadicam, I light by meter all the time as 
I don’t think you should have to wait for a camera to be on 
your shoulder or make Steadicam operators stand there 
holding the camera up while you light to that. As soon as the 
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operator’s got it up, I’m ready, you know?

AC It’d make grading quicker also, wouldn’t it?

SD Yeah, quicker and easier. So there are not huge 
 differences in light levels in the coverage. And you 

know, in pre-production on fi lms, I do latitude camera tests 
and get to know the cameras with the lens package quite 
well, and if I want a certain actor’s skin tone to be one stop 
over all the time, then the meter just makes sure I hit that all 
the time, even when, you know, you’re shooting a day exterior 
and you can’t see the monitor well, or the director’s got his 
head in it, and I don’t need to bother him or go into a tent. 

AC Monitors should not become the God of the movie 
 set. What’s in your fi lter package?

SD Um... usually just a full set of NDs and a polariser, um...
 that’s pretty much it, usually. Only when I shoot beauty 

or fashion work do I go for other fi ltration on the lens, like 
Glimmerglass.

AC You also recently shot a feature fi lm called The 
 Mule. Can you talk about that?

SD Angus Sampson and Leigh Whannell (co-creator 
 of Saw) wrote it, and Angus co-directed it with Tony 

Mahony, a Melbourne director. It stars Angus in the lead, 
Hugo Weaving and Ewen Leslie as cops, John Noble as an 
underworld boss and Georgina Haig as a lawyer. Angus plays 
a footballer in the early 80s who, at an end-of-season football 
trip to Thailand, is convinced by his mate to mule heroine in 
his stomach back home to Melbourne. The police stop him, 
hole him up in a hotel room and basically wait for him to pass 
it, because they’re legally not allowed to x-ray him without his 
consent. And so it’s a game of wits between him and the cops 
and it’s based on a book from a true story - it’s a very funny, 
unique crime fi lm. It skirts a lot of genres and it did really well 
at South by Southwest in Texas earlier in the year. 

AC So what was your challenge in shooting the fi lm?

SD Um... well, it was a bit of the antithesis of Galore in 
 a lot of ways, in that I lived on a dolly on The Mule and 

basically tried to push tension through the camera movement 
as much as possible, so I was always trying to have push-ins 
or rotations around characters. It was about becoming a really 
good dolly cameraman and very in synch with my grip, Glen 
Arrowsmith. And I also wanted to go for quite a low contrast 
creamy look to the picture, so I worked with Steve Price, the 
gaffer, to basically always have quite a healthy amount of 
room tone. I usually am quite strong with a key light and not 
a lot of fi ll, whereas that fi lm I went quite pastelly and creamy. 
And that mixed with  Panavision E-series anamorphic lenses 
from the 80s, helped give the fi lm a slight period look without 
screaming period. Yeah, it has a subtle texture to it.

AC Are you enamoured with the older lenses? 

SD I am. I think The Mule was the fi rst time I’d used older 
 lenses on a feature, but I used Hawk anamorphics on 

Galore. They’re mega in fashion at the moment, especially in 
commercials. I feel like every commercial on television is in 
anamorphic, like cat food ads, Woolworths ads, insurance 
ads… 

AC It makes you want to go back to 4-3. Not!

SD It does a bit. So I’ve been walking away from them 
 a little bit, more recently with Backtrack, the last fi lm 

I did, was on Cooke S4s letterboxed, ‘cause I just craved 
something with a bit more resolution and modernity to it. I do 
love older lenses , but they’ve been bastardised a lot.

AC Yeah. The tool de jour a couple of years ago was 
 time lapse, this year it’ll be the drone. It’s like lens 

fl ares. So many cinematographers these days use fl ares 
far too much… it looks like a fl are-athon. If it doesn’t 
enhance the narrative, it should be left in the tool box.
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The Mule frame pull   DOP Stefan Duscio
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Matt Nable in Fell.        PHOTO: SUPPLIED.

FELL  (2014)   

DOP Marden Dean 
Through accomplished storytelling and stunning 
cinematography Fell brilliantly explores the theme of 
vengeance. We follow two men who’s lives are changed in 
starkly contrasting ways after the death of a young girl in a 
hit-and-run accident. The fi lm’s director, Kasimir Burgess, 
gave us the short fi lm Lily (which won the Crystal Bear at the 
Berlin International Film Festival in 2011). This is Burgess’ 
debut feature-length fi lm and his fi rst collaboration with 
cinematographer Marden Dean.

Filmed in the forests near the township of Warburton 
in Victoria, Fell demonstrates truly accomplished 
cinematography and some truly outstanding visual moments. 
Crafted by Dean with skill; the images are both beautiful to 
look at and arresting at the same time. Burgess & Dean’s 
frames are astonishingly delicate in composition, but they are 
more than just aesthetic: every single frame donates to the 
narrative, and each shot holds meaning. Simplicity is king and 
symbolism is his queen: sap leaking from a tree, an ant getting 
washed away in a stream, and the felling of old growth trees. 
Fell is an atmospheric gem of a fi lm.

Two pitch-perfect lead performances (especially from ex-
Rugby Player turned actor Matt Nable) - fresh, original writing 
- a powerful minimalist score - accompanied by adept sound 
design (the wind in the trees, a heart beating) made Fell the 
standout Australian fi lm at this year’s Melbourne International 
Film Festival…

FILM REVIEW 
BY JAMES CUNNINGHAM

Joel Edgerton in Felony.    PHOTO: SUPPLIED.                                                                                                                       

FELONY  (2014)   

DOP Mark Wareham ACS 
Director Mathew Saville doesn’t strain himself to portray 
the NSW Police in a positive light in the new Australian fi lm, 
Felony. Young detective Malcolm Toohey (Joel Edgerton) is 
drink-driving on his way home from a police celebration at a 
local pub. While he is stopped by an RBT unit, he is ultimately 
waved through after fl ashing his badge and dropping a ‘secret 
password’. He then hits a young boy on a bike with his car. 
With no witness to the crime he and a veteran detective (Tom 
Wilkinson) cover-up his wrongdoing.

Edgerton (who also wrote the screenplay) shines his spotlight 
on the personal battles of the two main leads, and on the two 
supporting roles: a third detective (Jai Courtney) and Toohey’s 
wife (Melissa George). Cinematographer Mark Wareham’s 
style suits the source material reasonably well, drifting from 
observational style in more intimate scenes to a standard 
crime drama approach when the narrative demands. One 
couldn’t help feel, however, that Felony’s visual style felt too 
polished at times, seeming like one long big-budget TVC, 
when a more gritty and abrasive mood would have been more 
effective.

Along with Geoff Hitchins’ near-fl awless editing and Bryony 
Mark’s perfect score, Felony will be be a major contender in 
the international fi lm market over the coming year… 

★★★★★

★★★



CUT SNAKE  (2014)   

DOP Simon Chapman ACS 
In Tony Ayres’ Cut Snake there are some unfortunate mis-fi res. 
The fi lm is billed as a crime drama, when it’s really a confused 
love story. This is Ayre’s fi rst feature fi lm in seven years.

Cinematographer Simon Chapman ACS does an excellent job 
at setting a 1970’s mood, unfortunately his work is diminished 
by overly worked dialogue which curtails any semblance of 
intellect on the audience’s part, and the almost ridiculous 
70s costumes (fl oral prints, wide collars, tight bell-bottomed 
pants) which takes away from Chapman’s visual efforts. The 

FILM REVIEW 
BY JAMES CUNNINGHAM

Sullivan Stapleton and Alex Russell in Tony Ayre’s Cut Snake.     PHOTO: MATCHBOX.

general style of the fi lm is overworked simply from a point of 
production design, although Chapman cleverly and admirably 
manages to make Cut Snake seem polished and coherent. 

Cut Snake achieves it’s dramatic legs in acrimonious scenes 
between the two male leads (Sullivan Stapleton and Alex 
Russell), and fi nally when the complicated relationship is 
revealed to the audience in somewhat surprising fashion. It’s 
a fantastic twist, but it’s not strong enough to overcome the 
fi lms other faults… 

★★★
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